
 

To: Licensing and Gambling Acts Sub-Committee 

Date: 14th October 2019 

Report of: Head of Regulatory Services and Community Safety 

Title of Report:  Application for Review of Premises Licence - The Isis 
Farmhouse, The Towing Path, Oxford, OX4 4EL 

Application Ref: 19/03199/RVPREM 

 

Summary and recommendations 

Purpose of report: To inform the determination of an application to Review 
the Premises Licence for The Isis Farmhouse, The 
Towing Path, Oxford 

Corporate Priority: A vibrant and sustainable economy 

Recommendation(s): That the Licensing and Gambling Acts Sub-Committee 
resolves to: 

1. Determine Helen Potts & Joy Le Fevre’s application taking into account the 
details in this report and any representations made at this Sub-Committee 
meeting. 

 

Appendices 

Appendix One Application Form for Review of Premises Licence 

Appendix Two Existing Premises Licence for Isis Farmhouse 

Appendix Three Representations from Responsible Authorities 

Appendix Four Representations from Interested Parties 

Appendix Five Map 

 

Introduction and background  

 

1. This report is made to the Licensing & Gambling Acts Casework Sub- Committee 
so it may determine in accordance with its powers and the Licensing Act 2003 what 
action, if any, should be taken in regard to an application to Review a Premises 
Licence. 
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Agenda Item 1



Application Summary 

 

2. An application under section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003 has been received from 
Helen Potts & Joy Le Fevre to review the Premises Licence issued in respect of The 
Isis Farmhouse, Towing Path, Oxford, OX4 4EL. A Copy of the Review application 
is attached at Appendix One (9 – 83). 

 

3. This application was validated and accepted by the Licensing Authority under the 
following grounds: 

• Public Nuisance 

• Public Safety 

• Prevention of Crime and Disorder 

Further grounds were provided in the application but were deemed not relevant to 
the promotion of the licensing objectives and/or did not relate to the particular 
premises, and therefore such grounds were not accepted. 

 

4. The application was served on all of the Responsible Authorities and advertised to 
invite representations about the application from any other person. 

 

5. The Premises Licence for The Isis Farmhouse, The Towing Path, Oxford, OX4 4EL 
is held by Adrian Burns & Noreen Cullen since 2017. A Copy of the Premises 
Licence is attached at Appendix Two (84 - 93). 

 

6. The Current Premises Licence was granted in 2005 with an application for 
Transitional Conversion and variation from a Justices’ On Licence to a Premises 
Licence under Schedule 8 of the Licensing Act 2003. This licence was then 
transferred on three separate occasions to new owners in 2008, 2014 and 2017. 

 

7. Times the Premises Licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities are 
stated below: 

 

 Sale of Alcohol: 

  Sunday to Saturday 06:00 hours - 01:30 hours 

Alcohol may be sold from 06:00 hours on New Year's Eve to 01:30 hours 
on 2nd January. 

 

 Live music: 

  Monday to Friday:  19:00 hours to 00:00 midnight 

  Saturday:   12:00 noon to 00:00 midnight 

  Sunday:    12:00 noon to 19:00 hours 

  Notable days:   12:00 noon to 00:00 midnight 

  Provided both indoors and outdoors 
 

Recorded music: 

  Friday to Saturday:  19:00 hours to 00:00 midnight 

  Bank Holidays:   12:00 noon to 01:30 hours the following day 

  New Year’s Eve:   06:00 hours to 01:30 hours on 2nd January 

  Provided both indoors and outdoors 
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Late night refreshment: 

  Monday to Sunday:  23:00 hours to 01:30 hours the following day 

  Provided indoors only 
 

In the timings above, “notable days” means the following: 

  Spring and August Bank Holidays 

  Good Friday 

  Easter Saturday 

  Easter Monday 

  New Year's Eve 

  New Year's Day 

  Christmas Eve 

  Any other Bank Holidays 

 

Recorded music may be provided from 06:00 hours to 02:00 hours the following 
day on 12 occasions per year. The dates of these occasions must be notified in 
advance to the Licensing Authority. 

 

For the 4-day rowing event in May, held from Wednesday to Sunday in a given 
week, live music and may be provided from 06:00 hours to 02:00 hours the 
following day. 

 

Plays, films and dance may be provided outside the times above on 6 occasions 
per year each. The dates of these occasions must be notified in advance to the 
Licensing Authority. 
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Relevant Representations 

 

8. Four valid representations have been received from the Responsible Authorities as 
detailed in the table below. Copies of these representations are attached at 
Appendix Three (94 – 155). 

 

Responsible 
Authority 

Response Licensing Objective(s) Page 

Thames Valley Police Representation  Crime and Disorder 94 - 
127 

Fire and Rescue 
Service 

Representation Public Safety 128 

Environmental Health Representation Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

129 - 
133 

Health and Safety No representation   

Planning No representation   

Trading Standards No representation   

Child Safeguarding No representation   

Licensing Authority Representation Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety, Crime and Disorder, 
Protection of Children from 
Harm 

134 - 
155 

 

9. Forty Four valid representations have been received from Interested Parties as 
detailed in the table below. Copies of these representations are attached at 
Appendix Four (156 – 235). 

 

Name Address Licensing Objective(s) 

Anonymous  Anonymous  Public Nuisance 

Anonymous Anonymous Public Nuisance 

Anonymous Anonymous Public Nuisance 

W Banks Not Provided Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety, Crime and 
Disorder 

A Bell Annesley Road Crime and Disorder, 
Protection of Children 
from Harm 

M Bent Church Way Crime and Disorder, 
Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

D Broughton Tudor Close 
Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

J & N Brown 
Church Way Public Nuisance, Crime 

and Disorder, Public 
Safety 
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Councillor E Turner Not Provided Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder 

S & C Taylor Church Way Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety, Crime and 
Disorder 

E Dick Mill Lane Public Nuisance 

S Dorrity Mil Lane Public Nuisance 

A Duncan Bedford Street Public Nuisance 

O Elliott Church Way Public Nuisance 

C Evans Church Way Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

Friends of Iffley Village Amenity Group Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

H Foreman Mill Lane Public Nuisance 

G Guinness Abberbury Road Public Nuisance 

A Haigh & S Hepworth Not Provided Public Safety 

A Hammond Mill Lane Public Nuisance 

S & S King Church Way Public Nuisance 

V Lambrechts Annesley Road Public Nuisance 

P Lawrence Church Way Public Nuisance 

S Mansell Elm Tree Close Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder, Public 
Safety 

C Mason Church Way Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

P McCarthy Church Way Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

J & G McLintock Mill Lane Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety, Crime and 
Disorder 

C Millard Mill Lane Public Nuisance 

P Muir Abingdon Road Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety, Crime and 
Disorder 

D Nettleton Church Way Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder 

S & H Newbury Mill Lane Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety, Crime and 
Disorder 

L Pitt Bedford Street Public Nuisance 

J Pullen Long Wall Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder, Public 
Safety 

K Robinson Mill Lane Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder, Public 
Safety 
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P Seeger Tree Lane Public Nuisance 

A Shacknove Mill Lane Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder, Public 
Safety 

D Silver Not Provided Public Nuisance 

J Spurlock Fairacres Road Public Nuisance 

J Stockland Fairacres Road Public Nuisance 

J Summers Abberbury Road Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder 

M Thompson Fairacres Road Public Nuisance, Public 
Safety 

A Webb Fairacres Road Public Nuisance 

T Wells Tree Lane Public Nuisance, Crime 
and Disorder 

T Woolstone Bedford Street Public Nuisance 

 

Location 

 

10. A map is attached at Appendix Five (236) showing the general location of the 
Licenced Premises. 

 

Statement of Licensing Policy  

 

11. The Sub-Committee is referred to the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy. In 
particular, the following paragraphs have a bearing upon the application: 

 

Relevant Policy Matters Section Policy 

Crime & Disorder: 
7.5.16 to 7.5.19 

8.5.1 to 8.5.3 

PP9 

OS9 

Public Nuisance: 

7.3.1 to 7.3.8 

7.3.10 

7.5.1 to 7.5.2 

7.5.16 to 7.5.19 

LA3  

LA4 to LA5 

PP1 

PP9  

Public Safety: 8.2.1 to 8.2.3 OS1 to OS4  

Protection of Children 
from Harm: 

6.2.1 to 6.2.2 

6.4.1  

CH5 

CH10 to CH12 

Reviews 9.1.1 to 9.1.4 RE1 to RE4 

 

12. A copy of the Statement of Licensing Policy may be obtained from the Council 
Offices or found online at: 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/1303/statement_of_licensing_policy 
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Home Office Statutory Guidance 

 

13. Members are also referred to the statutory guidance issued by the Home Office. Of 
particular relevance to this application are the following matters: 

 

Relevant Sections Relevant Paragraph 

Crime & Disorder: 2.1 to 2.6 

Public Safety: 2.7 to 2.14 

Public Nuisance: 2.15 to 2.21 

Protection of Children From Harm: 2.22 to 2.31 

Regulated Entertainment: 16.26 to 16.48 

Reviews: 11.1 to 11.23 

 

14. A copy of the Home Office Statutory Guidance may be found online at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/explanatory-memorandum-revised-
guidance-issued-under-s-182-of-licensing-act-2003  

 

Other Relevant Considerations 

 

15. The Sub-Committee is reminded of its responsibilities under the Crime and 
Disorder Act 1998 (to co-operate in the reduction of crime and disorder in Oxford) 
and the Human Rights Act (which guarantees the right to a fair hearing for all 
parties in the determination of their civil rights, and also provides for the protection 
of property, which may include licences in existence, and the protection of private 
and family life) when considering the fair balance between the interests of the 
applicant and the rights of local residents. Any decision taken by the Sub-
Committee must be necessary and proportionate to the objectives being pursued. 

 

16. Members are reminded that whenever they make a decision under the Licensing 
Act 2003, they have a duty to act with a view to promoting the licensing objectives. 

 

17. When considering any representations, only those issues relating to the four 
licensing objectives should be considered and appropriate weight given to the 
importance and relevance of each representation. 

 

18. In making its decision, Members must also have regard to the Home Office 
statutory guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 and the 
Council’s own Statement of Licensing Policy. 
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19. The Sub-Committee must, having regard to the application and any relevant 
representations, take such of the following steps (if any) as they consider 
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives: 

 

a) to modify the conditions of the licence;  

b) to exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence;  

c) to remove the designated premises supervisor;  

d) to suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months; 

e) to revoke the licence;  

and for this purpose the conditions of the licence are modified if any of them are 
altered or omitted or any new condition is added.  

 

20. Members are asked to note that they may not modify the conditions or reject whole 
or part of the application merely because they consider it desirable to do so. It must 
be appropriate to do so in order to promote the licensing objectives. Any such step 
must relate to a relevant representation made. 

 

21. Members should note that the applicant or persons making representations have 
the right of appeal against the decision made by the Sub-Committee. 

 

Report author Joshua Curnow 

Job title Senior Licensing Compliance Officer 

Service area or department Regulatory Services and Community Safety 

Telephone  01865 252565 

e-mail  licensing@oxford.gov.uk 
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lalo3tqq,lRV PRE n
REvtEN

THt tsis FAeHHoos€

Orford Citr Courcil, St /4l.latc s Chunhch. 109 St ,lldate s, Oalbd, O,Yl I DS

Applicrtrotr for the revierv ofa prcEires lic€rce or club pr€mis€s certificsl€ und€r lhe
l,iccnsing Act 2003

PLEASE READ THE trOLII)WIN(] INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

llefore completi.g lhis fom pleare read thc guida|cc notcs al the end ofth€ form.
lfyou are completing lhis form by hand plcase writc lcgibly in block capitals. ln all cascs cnsurc
that your answeE are iNide the boxes and wrhtcn in black ink. Use additional sh€{ts if nccessary.
You may wish to keep a copy oflhc conplctcd lbrm for your rccords.

/ h1!e rt nane of appl ic ant)

apply for rhc rcview of. premlses lic€nct under scctioo 5l otthe l-icersing A.t 2001 for tht
prembc! d8crib€d in Prrt I b.low (d.lete.s,pplicsble)

I'art l - Prcmises or club prcmiscs dct ils

Posll rddrtls of premrles or, ifnone, ordnance sun'cy msp relerence or d€scriplior

Isis Famhouse
Isis Tavem
'fbe l owinS Path

Post codc (if hown) OX4 4Et.

N,mc ofnremis8 licence holder or club hokling club lr.mises cerlificate (ifknown)
A.lri,n Bu.ns & Norcen Cullen

sing

Numbcr of premisC licence or club prcmLts ctrtificete (if known)
l7r'020l0rrRPREM

City

AU!j

Authoritv
Council '

2019

Prrt 2 - Applicrnt d.tiils

l) an individual, body or bLsiness which is nol r rcsPonsible

authority (please rcad guidarce note I, and complcte (A)
or (B) b€low)

2) a responsible auoprity (please complcte (C) bclow)

3) a memberoflhe club lo which this aDplicalion relates
(plcasc complete (A) b€low)

pleasc lick ,/ yes

tr

tr

39801/l/Application for Rcview - Sent - 4141-3670-4030 v.l.docxl
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jcurnow
Text Box
APPENDIX ONE



(A) DITTAILS Oll INDI!'IDtTAL APPLICA)ll'(fill in as.frlical,l.)

l,lcasc tick v/ yes

u'!ME Miss Ea Ms ! o$cr inlc
(forexample, Rev)

Lm lli ver\ old or ov.r
,,leasc tick r' ycs

a
Curr.nt posarl

rddrcss

I
Drytime contrrt telephone nu.n her l-_l
E-msil rddrtss
(optional)

(lt) t E-I{lLS or oTHER AptI_t(i,\NT

Joy Lc FctrE

'liilcFhonc number (if any)I
tl-'nail address (oprional)

[-- 
*"-"

39801/l /Application for Review - Sent - 4l4l-3670-4030 v.l.docx2
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(C) DITAILS OF RESPO)iSIBLf, AUTHORITY APfLICA)IT

'lelephone numb€r(if any)

E-mail address (optional)

This applicrtion to rcview rrhtcs to thc following liccnsing objeclive(s)

l) the prevention ofcrimc and disorder
2) public safcty
l) the prevenrion ofpublic nuilance
4) drc protection otchildren from harm

Please tick one or more boxes y'

tr
tr
Ex

Ple.se staa€ tte groufd(s) for reliew (please rcad guidancc note 2)

Th€ preveotlon of pulrlic nuissnce

Thc applicanl5 experience persisknl and excessive idtrusive noise disturbance

nuisance from the lsis Farmhouse during ihe day dme, oflen during weekdays

panicularly al wcekends 3nd banl( holidays.

The applicants experience persistent noisc disturbance and nuisrnce al all limes of day

and nighl from live music, recorded music and large crowds ofraEous patrons at the lsis

Famhous€.

Irud and unlawful fireworks have occurrcd lalc al night

Thcre is persistent noise disturbance fro,n patrons leaving the Isis Farmhousc in tho carly

hours ofthe moming by foot and taxi.

39801/l/Application for Rcview - Scot - 4l4l-36701030 v.l.docx3
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pRouNDS
REJECTED

GROUNDS
REJECTED

GROUNDS
REJECTED

. There 8re fire hazards al the lsis Farnhouse: ha) bales have been used for sound-proo{ing
in the targe marquees.

l'r€yention ofcrime and dirorder

l'rotcction ofchildren from harm

GROUNDS
REJECTED

I

GROUNDS
REJECTED

. Sinc€ the premises werc acquired by the licence holders, resid€nts of Imey Village havc
found drugs atld drug pampherna:ia in th€ village afier eve s ar the his Farmhotsa.

GROUNDS
REJECTED

39801/l/n pplication for Review - Senr - 4l4l-3670-4010 v.l.docx4
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ffi ;;;:#,'-'-*ffi ffi ;:'"'""model h&s be€n ro transform whal was a towpalh pub i,ilo a major music and events sile.

Residenls now exf,criencc. on a regular basis, largc crowds of people atlending a wide tange of
ev€ s.includina. for innance. la.ge music fcsfivals, $ldding panies, conccns, panies and similar

lhe liccnce holde6 app€ar to have little regard fbr the neighbours, licensing law or indeed even

lhc condirions oflhci" prcmises licence.

'lhe area is a Sit. of sp€cial Scienrific Interest. Thc liccncc holders recklcssly damage and disturb

thc land and wildlifc in lhc SSSI. This ir itselfis alr o{I€nce.

The licenc€ holders persistcntly breach the lerms of a leBal easement which aives them limited
vehicular movcment rights.

The localion is inappropriate for the t pe and s.ale of business b€ing operated by the licence

holder.

The applican6 will expand on this info.malion by way ofwitness statements.

'lhe applicanls arc aware ofthe steps open to the licensing aulho ty pursusol lo seclion 52 ofthe
l,iceniing Act 2003. The applicanls wish lo nress that th€ objective ofthis apPlication is 10 modiry

rhe condition< oflhc Iicence lo achieve lhe follosin!:

l. A termina! hour for all licensable aclivilY as tbllows:

Monday to Thursday 23 :00 hours
Friday and Saturday 24:00 hours
sunday 22:30 hours

2. There shall be no provision of live or rccordcd music outside oflhe premises buildin& ihe

exten! of$e buildlng to bc defined on thc liccnce plan. I-his co0dition has been imposed

fol lowing a review oa the licence. Section I 7 ?A of thc Licensing Acl 2003 does not 6pply t'o

*ris condition.

3- There shall b€ no applications for lemporary evenr notices to authoris€ the provision of
Iicensablc aclivitics outside ofthe Premises building

4. the oumber ofpercons permitted on thc prcmiscs (including slaD shall be dclermined bvlhe

Council's Environmcnlal I Icalih offc€r-

5. A noise limiler musi be filted to the musical amplificalion system set at a level determined by

and ro the salisfaclion of the Environmenlal lleallh (Xticer, so as lo €cure that no nois€

nuisanc€ is cat$€d lo local residents. 'lhe operational panel ofde noise limitcr shall then b€

secured by key or pass$ord to the satisfaclio ofthe Environ$ental Heallh Ofllce and access

shall only be Ly pcrsons authoris€d b) lhe Prcmises l-icence holders' lhc limiler shallnortte

altercd wirhoui priff a$ccmcnt wilh the Environmental Heahh Olficc No al'emtioo or

modification to any exisling sound system(s) $ould be ellecled without prior knowledge of
the Environmenlal llcalth omc€. No addirional sound Scncradng equipmenl shall be used on

the premises wilhoul bcinS rouled through lhc s,und Iimitcrdcvioc'

6- No nois€ gen€rsted on rhe premises, or by iN associated plant or cquipmcnt. shall emana&

from the iremises oor vibralio, be ljansorillcd lhrcugh ahe srucrure of thc prcmiscs which

3980111/Application for Review - Sent - 4l4l-i670-4030 v.l.docx5
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39801/ l /Application for l{eview - Senl - 4141-3670-4030 v.1.docx6

I g,ves rise ro a nuisance.
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llaveyou made an applicarion for review relaling ll) thc

lfyes please staie lhc dalc of lhat applicalion

tr

lfyou have mrdc reprcscnhtions beforc rchtlng n, lIe pr€mises plcasc stlle wh.t thcy wcr€
nnd wh.i votr mid. thcm

19801/1/Applicalion for Rcvje\i, - Senl -,ll4l-1670-4030 v.l.docx7
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p:eas4 lick r' yet

I havc s€nt copies ofrhis fonn and enclosures to the responsiblc authorities A
and the nrcmises Iiccncc holderorclub holding the club prcmis€s certificare.
as appropriate
I undersrand lhat ifl do not comply with the above requir€m€nLs my A
application will be rejected

SigoatB.e ofepplicrnt or applic.rt's solicitor or othcr duly authoriscd lgent (piellse rcad

Signalurc

rT IS AN OF'FENCII, UNDERStrCl'ION T58 OF THE LICENSINC ACT'2OOJ, TO MAKf,
A FALSE STATUMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH TIIIS API'LICA'I'ION. THOSf,
WHO MAKE A I}LSf, S'IATEMENT MAY BE LIABLE ()N SUMMARY CONVI(J'TION
TO A TiNE OFANY AMOUNT.

Prrl3 - Sigaltures (plcase read guidance note 4)

Dare 12* August 2019

Capaci1} Solicilors acling otr behallof the applicut!

Notca for Coidlncc
:. A responsible authorit includes the local police, firc and rcscuc authoriry and other

sBtulory bodies which exerci* specific functions in lhe localarca.
2. l-hc ground(s) for review mu$ be based on one ofthc liccnsing ob.jeclives.
i. Please list anv additional informarion ordetails for exanple dates ofproblems r$hich arc

includ€d in thc grounds for review ifavailablc.
4. -l'tle application form mun be signed.
5- An applicant s agent (for example solicitor) may siSn rhe form on lheir behalfprovided

thar they havc actual authority to do so.
6- Ihis is the addrcss which we shall use lo correspond with you abou( lhis application.

Conta€l orme (wh€rc oot preiiousl-y giveD) end Frost l address for correspordcncc
rssocialcd with lhis applicelion (please read guidance nolc 6)

I
Posi CodeI

'I elephone number(iran)') 

-

lf\ou $ould prctcr us (o corrcspond sith lou using an c-mail ,ddrc\r your e-r ril nddrc\r
k,pln,nal)-

39801/l/Application fo. Review - Sem - 4l4l-3670-4030 v.l.docx8
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Isis Farmhouse Review 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF HELEN ELIZABETH POTTS 

 

I, Helen Elizabeth Potts,say as follows: 

Background 

1. My house is on the opposite bank of the river to the Isis Farmhouse (the “Venue”), on higher 

ground, at a distance of approximately 320 metres, as the crow flies. I have lived there for 12 

years. 

2. I have submitted a review of the current premises licence for the Venue. I wish to expand on 

this by way of this witness statement.  

3. I wish to speak at the hearing. 

4. I have no connection with the Venue or any of the other licensed venues in the area.  

Noise Disturbance  

5. Please see Appendix 1, a screen shot of the Venue’s website homepage which proudly 

boasts of the Venue’s “tranquil location”, which is what it used to be. 

 

6. It should be noted that noise from the opposite riverbank and lock travel very readily upwards 

towards my property. This means that sounds from the Venue also reach me easily, 

especially at night when there is less ambient noise. My bedroom is on the river side of the 

house.  

 

7. I was not disturbed by noise from the Venue until Summer 2018, when the Sunday evening 

Django Reinhardt-style jazz sessions began. These are relatively short sessions beginning 

around 5pm and lasting for roughly 3 hours, but the music can be heard easily throughout my 

garden.  

8. Fortunately I was away for the “Longest Day” Festival 2018, and have been for some of the 

louder events in 2019, according to conversations with my neighbours. 

9. Although I was aware of other music last year from time to time I remained tolerant in a spirit 

of “good neighbours”. 

10. In 2019 the first event that disturbed me was a Thursday evening which I believe to have 

been on or around 25 April. The music kept me awake until after 1.30am that night.  

However, I did not make a complaint, or make a note of the exact date, because I knew that 

making an issue of such things would make me feel more stressed and even less likely to 

sleep. I do remember thinking to myself that by playing music to such a late hour the Venue 

was anti-social, and taking advantage of the goodwill of their neighbours.  

Although I had been annoyed by the activities at the Venue before, it was at this stage that I 

began to feel that the activities at the Venue were insupportable. Like so many neighbours in 

the village with whom I have spoken, I am not the sort of person to complain. Even after that 

date I endeavoured to stay calm whenever I heard late music from the Venue so I could 

remain as relaxed as possible and fall asleep once the music finally ended, rather than get 
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out of bed, turn on an electronic device, and submit formal complaints or even simply make 

notes. 

11. My first communication on the subject of the Venue was to Councillor Ed Turner on 24 May 

2019. This includes reference to the noise disturbance I was experiencing. (See Appendix 2)   

12. Noise can also frequently be heard coming from the street outside my house late at night, as 

patrons go home through the village. Often intoxicated, their conversations are loud or 

“shouty”. They come up from the lock to find a street name and house number in order to be 

able to give a location to the taxi driver, then hang around noisily until they are picked up. 

13. I had guests staying for the weekend of 8 June 2019. As there was an all-day event at the 

Venue on 8 June, the Oxford Psychedelic Society’s OddBall Festival (website screen shot 

attached), from which noise had been emanating all day, I told my guests that there would 

probably be noise in the street outside their bedrooms so not to worry if they heard anything 

in the early hours. The following morning they told me there had been quite an altercation 

outside shortly after 1am. Later that day we learned that my next-door neighbour’s shed had 

been broken into with tools being seized and the noise they had heard was actually my 

neighbour chasing the attackers off his property and down the street. This incident indicates 

that the revels of the patrons of the Venue are as loud and disruptive as a criminal 

altercation.  

14. It was only at the beginning of July that discussions amongst those being affected by noise 

and other matters at the Venue led me to realise just how much of an issue this was 

becoming to a large number of village residents. I resolved to get involved and act on behalf 

of the village and those residents being affected, but who also felt they had tried to be 

tolerant and did not want to complain. 

 

15. At midnight on the night of 3
rd

/4
th

 August 2019 I was woken abruptly, along with my son and 

his wife, and many other villagers and some frantic pets by the sound of the loudest  

fireworks I have ever experienced (even at official displays.) I gather these were let off during 

a wedding celebration at the Venue.  I emailed David Acreman on 4 August 2019 to protest 

about the disturbance. Noise then continued on the street outside my house, as heard by my 

son and his wife who were staying in a bedroom overlooking the street, until 02.49am. 

Nuisance 

16. After events at the Venue, I have found abandoned beer glasses up Mill Lane, as far as the 

junction with Church Way. Before the Venue started to host events, I had never found 

abandoned beer glasses in the village before. It is obvious these glasses have been 

abandoned by patrons from the Venue. I have had to collect these glasses as they are still 

there some two or three days after events, as no one from the Venue has collected them, to 

my knowledge. They risk being broken and harming people or their pets. 

 

17. Taxis dropping off and collecting patrons of the Venue after events are becoming ever more 

frequent. Late at night they are turning noisily round in the street to pick up patrons from the 

Venue who hang around. The slamming of taxi doors is also disturbing to residents of the 

village in the early hours of the morning. Some of these patrons from the Venue, who are 

hanging around late at night, often inebriated and/or high, have left neighbours feeling 

intimidated coming back to their own homes. 

18. Parking in the village increases considerably on days when there are events or weddings at 

the Venue. The Venue’s website recommends approaching the site through Iffley. The 

streets are narrow and inconsiderate parking causes problems, as the streets are not built for 

large numbers of vehicles. 
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Crime and Disorder 

19. When my son and his friends went to have a look at events taking place at the OddBall 

Festival on 8 June, as it was causing so much noise, they came home and reported that “you 

could get stoned just standing there” given the amount of marijuana or other substances 

being smoked at the Venue. 

20. I have heard reports of Nitrous Oxide canisters being found around the village, which 

coincide with events held at the Venue.   

21. On the morning of 19 August 2019 I found two small plastic bags at the lock which I suspect 

had contained drugs of some sort. This is not something I have ever experienced before in 

Iffley even though I walked my dog across the lock and along the towpaths practically daily 

from August 2007 until December 2016, and continue to walk and run there regularly. 

22. I am also very concerned about damage being caused to the Site of Special Scientific 

Interest (“SSSI”) of Iffley Meadows by the Licence Holders and patrons of the Venue. (See 

Appendix 2 – email to Ed Turner of 24 May 2019). This area supports rare reeds, flowers, 

insects and birds. It is home to one of Oxford’s largest colonies of fritillaria Meleagris, the 

snakeshead fritillary which is the flower of Oxford, as well as colonies of deer. Indiscriminate 

trampling, excessive use of the track by the Licence Holders for deliveries, as well as patrons 

organising events, light pollution, strong vibrations from music and loud noise at night 

generated by patrons impinge on the suitability of the area for all these wildlife species. The 

middle of an SSSI is not an appropriate location for a festival and events venue. 

Public Safety (Please see Appendix 2 -  email to Ed Turner of 24 May 2019)  

23. In the week of 19 – 24 May 2019 I saw walls being erected with hay bales and then being 

covered by a marquee at the very back of the site of the Venue. I presumed these were for 

sound-proofing for music events. I was horrified by the possibility of fire, from faulty electric 

cables or a carelessly discarded cigarette, and how many lives could be endangered at a 

packed event.  

24. Emergency service vehicles would find it difficult to access this marquee. As it is, the narrow 

streets of Iffley and the parking problems mean vehicles have struggled in the past to get 

through Iffley village with Church Way, the only open access road being blocked by lorries for 

up to 30 minutes at times, and therefore emergency vehicles could struggle to get to 

residents and certainly, to access the lock and riverbanks, were any unfortunate patron to fall 

in the water.  Emergency service vehicle access has long been a concern in Iffley Village, 

and has been discussed by the Friends of Iffley Village. 

Article 8 Human Rights Act 1998 

25. I feel very strongly that the Venue is not an appropriate location for a music and events 

Venue, with late night activities, given it impinges directly on the homes, well-being and sleep 

of residents who are entitled to the right to enjoy their village as they always have, until the 

current licence holders acquired and overdeveloped the Venue.  

Concern about the current licence 

26. I have been shocked at how the Licence Holders are abusing the goodwill of local residents, 

and flouting the conditions of the licence as well as the law, e.g. holding fireworks displays 

after 11pm. Residents of Iffley Village should not have to suffer any nuisance from a licensed 

premise. 
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27. I am very concerned that the current conditions allow for, noise nuisance from the Venue and 

patrons moving through the village, disturbing and intruding further on the lives and peace of 

residents in their own homes both during the day and late at night. I fear my family might stop 

visiting if they cannot come for a restful weekend at home, as they have done to date and 

how can I invite other visitors to stay if they are liable to be kept awake until 2 or 3 in the 

morning? 

28. The outside licensed area allows for noise disturbance from the music played at the Venue. 

Noise disturbance is stressful at all times of day.  Any music, however good of its type, can 

be very annoying if it is not music you have chosen to listen to. 

29.  The current extent of the licensed hours results in noise nuisance affecting the village late at 

night. It does not appear that the licence holders’ encourage their customers to leave within 

30 minutes of the bar closing. 

30. As for temporary events and bank holidays, Iffley Village has already suffered enough.  Extra 

late nights on a Bank Holiday disregards the fact that many people have to get up and work 

the following day and do not want to be sleep deprived as a result of activities at the Venue. 

31. I do not consider the noise monitoring at the lock-keeper’s cottage is a suitable location. I do 

not see why I or any other resident should have to monitor the noise levels from the Venue. I 

consider any outside music to be nuisance as will the dispersal of crowds no matter what 

time of the day. 

Request 

32. The current conditions do nothing to monitor or enforce the licensed activities at the 

premises, and need to be reviewed and augmented, and properly enforced at all times. 

These conditions should include: 

32.1. A terminal hour for all licensable activity as follows: 

 Monday to Thursday 23:00 hours 

 Friday and Saturday 24:00 hours 

 Sunday 22:30 hours 

32.2. No licensable activities outside 

32.3. A capacity restriction on the number of patrons at any one time. 

Conclusion 
 

33. The restrictions I have proposed would allow village and pub to live together harmoniously 

once more, balancing the needs of residents with the commercial interests of the Venue. It 

would return us to the situation two years’ ago when we had a quiet riverside pub (not a loud 

music and events venue) that the majority in the community considered in keeping with the 

unique character of Iffley, and a positive addition to the village. The location, close to a SSSI, 

to the river and to a village, with no direct road access to the site, and where any conditions 

imposed would remain difficult to enforce, is a wholly inappropriate site for a festival and 

events venue of the type being run by the licence holders.  
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I believe the contents of my Witness Statement are true.  

 

Signed:  

 Helen Elizabeth Potts 

Dated:  
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List of Exhibits 

1. Home page of Isis Farmhouse website 

“We have the most beautiful, tranquil location of any pub in Oxford…” 

 

 

 

2.  Correspondence with Councilor Ed Turner  My email 24.5.19 

From: Councillor TURNER Edward Owen <cllreturner@oxford.gov.uk> 

Subject: RE: Isis Farmhouse 

Date: 4 June 2019 at 14:20:22 BST 

To: 'Helen Potts' <helenpotts98@btinternet.com> 

 

Dear Helen 

 

Sorry for the slow reply - half-term and then getting behind.  My apologies. 

 

This is being actively investigated by the Council at my request, the Director pulled together a 

meeting of officers from different departments, and they are shortly to review the findings of their 

investigation. It may, for example, lead to the license to be reviewed with a view to some extra 

conditions being imposed. 
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Best wishes, 

Ed 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Helen Potts [mailto:helenpotts98@btinternet.com]  

Sent: 24 May 2019 16:08 

To: Councillor TURNER Edward Owen 

Subject: Isis Farmhouse 

 

Dear Ed, 

 

I understand you are key to resolving the issues currently arising at the Isis Farmhouse. 

 

I live across the river at 98 Church Way, Iffley.   Until now I have been supportive of the 

landlords’ efforts to create a thriving business at a pub that has been difficult to run because of its 

lack of access and the fact it has been dependent on good weather.   

 

However, noise from the pub has become an issue recently, and I was kept awake until after 

1.30 am by a heavy music beat one Saturday night two or three weeks ago.  

 

I have also become concerned by all the marquees going up around the pub.  Another one 

seems to have popped up every time I pass by.    The whole place is beginning to look like a 

refugee camp.  In the winter months a huge generator was a very noisy and polluting way to heat 

the side terrace covered area. 

 

Currently I am particularly concerned about the huge marquee with ancillary marquees which is 

practically in the water meadows.  This appears to have been lined with hay bales in an effort to 

sound proof it but retain the temporary nature of the structure which I presume is how the pub is 

attempting to avoid planning requirements.  This clearly presents a huge fire hazard to those 

using the marquee. What would be the consequences to the water meadows were a fire to take 

place and spread outside in the current extremely dry conditions, I hate to think. Access to the 

pub would be difficult for emergency vehicles. I also worry about the impact on the wildlife in our 

very special water meadows.  I can’t imagine the noise and light pollution is helping either. 

 

Additionally, more and more hard paths are being put in, including ones with concrete bases.  I 
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presume some conservation area restrictions apply. 

 

Finally, Church Way is struggling with more and more parking and is increasingly being plagued 

by large numbers of taxis coming in throughout the evening to drop off and collect the pub’s 

customers. I have been finding abandoned glasses in Mill Lane.  As I know you are well aware, 

Iffley village has generally been a very quiet place in the evenings to date.  Car noise is now 

becoming an issue.  Church Way is very narrow.  The city’s taxi drivers are not always the most 

patient and frequently exceed the speed limits.   

 

If all these issues were for a one-off event I would be very understanding.  But I see the Isis 

Farmhouse has a big programme of events planned for the summer months.   

 

I would like you to consider this email as a plea for a review to be undertaken on planning, 

environmental, noise, fire safety, traffic and noise considerations.   

 

Very many thanks 

Helen Potts 
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3. Extract from OPS website re OddBall festival purporting to celebrate our 

“Common Humanity” 

 

 

4. Email to David Acreman following fireworks night of 3rd/4th August 
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From: Helen Elizabeth Potts [mailto:helenpotts98@btinternet.com]  
Sent: 04 August 2019 20:28 
To: ACREMAN David 
Cc: Councillor TURNER Edward Owen; EDMUNDS Kieran; Anneliese Dodds MP; BRIDGMAN 
Tom; BRADLEY Anita J.; Joy Le Fevre 
Subject: Isis Farmhouse - Saturdaynight/Sunday morning 3/4 August  

  

Can I please add my concerns to the messages sent by Andrew Shacknove and Joy Le Fevre 

about last night's fireworks?  The noise was so loud it woke everyone in my house.  It is getting 

to the stage where I am almost too embarrassed to invite guests for the weekend as they are not 

going to get a decent night's sleep since my guest bedrooms are all on the Church Way side of 

my home, with the resultant noise disturbance from people leaving the Isis Farmhouse, talking 

loudly and drunkenly and picking up taxis etc in the early hours of the morning.  One visitor 

commented on registering the overnight noise, STILL!, at 02.49 this morning.  I didn't dare ask if 

they'd actually got back to sleep between midnight and then! 

Please, please can Oxford City Council take some action to deal with the total disregard the 

licensees appear to have for all restrictions and conditions, whatever their nature.   

  

Yours 

 Helen Potts  
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Isis Farmhouse Licence Review 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF JOY LE FEVRE 

 

I, Joy Le Fevre say as follows: 

Introduction 

1. I have submitted an application for a review of the current licence of the Venue. I wish to expand on 
this by way of this witness statement.  

2. I wish to speak at the hearing. 

3. I have no connection with the Venue or any of the other venues in the area.  

 

Background 

April 2017 – April 2018 

4. Noreen Cullen and Adrian Burns acquired the Isis Farmhouse in April 2017.  I was pleased to have 
new neighbours as my relationship with the previous pub owners had been difficult.  I welcomed the 
new proprietors warmly and spent several months encouraging friends and neighbours to use the 
pub and generally helped where I could to get Noreen and Adrian established. At this time, they were 
getting to grips with how to run a pub and were holding music events and parties inside the 
premises.  As far as I was aware during the first year of their ownership, these events were not overly 
troublesome to neighbours as the noise was mostly contained.   

Noise Disturbance 

April 2018 to 21 June 2018 

5. Things changed in April/May 2018 when the new proprietors started to erect outside decking to the 
rear and north sides of the pub.  I met with Noreen and Adrian and asked specifically if they were 
planning to bring their music outside.  At this face to face meeting in the pub with Noreen and Adrian 
(date unrecorded but about April 2018), Noreen reassured me that the outside decking was not going 
to be used for music.  She said that it was intended for wedding parties, outside meals and banquets.  
She said that they did not plan any outside music performances and went further by saying that if I 
was ever able to hear music from the pub, it would be too loud, and I was to inform them, and they 
would stop it happening. 

6. Unfortunately, this proved to be false reassurance as, shortly after the decking was completed, 
outside music was played very regularly and I started to be disturbed by it.  As I was very keen to 
maintain friendly relations with the pub, I did not complain at this stage.  I then became aware that 
the pub’s events were severely disturbing other people too, for instance Imogen Goold at Weir’s 
Lane.  Imogen came to visit me on 12 May 2018.  She was worried about the increasing noise 
disturbances and shared her complaints eg email from: Imogen Goold < Date: Saturday, 12 May 2018 at 
20:29 To: <joy@joylefevre.com> “i have asked them to turn it down and they said 15 mins ago they would 
so fingers crossed.lovely to meet you today. Imogen” 

7. This was the start of correspondence between me, Imogen and other neighbours who were 
becoming increasingly concerned with noise from the Isis.  I encouraged them all to talk directly with 
Noreen and stated that I was very reluctant to complain to the authorities.  I did not want another 
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difficult relationship with this pub and was committed to trying my hardest to sort out any issues 
directly.  Eg email: 

8. On 20 June 2018 at 11:27, Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com> wrote to Imogen Goold: “Thanks Imogen, I 
really appreciate your comments.  ………I’m trying to stay friendly with the new owners, talking directly to 
them about my concerns whenever I can.  I think if our ‘dual approach’ manages to get them to keep the 
music inside and stop doing massive festivals – it will be a good outcome.” 

Music events – live and recorded music, weddings and private parties 

21st June 2018: Festival: ‘Longest Day’ 

9. The Isis Farmhouse held a major all-day/late night ‘Longest Day’ festival.  This was loud and out of 
control.  I had a heated text message exchange and face to face conversation with the Isis Manager 
‘Steve’.  Nothing worked to stop the noise.  I left my home for several hours to escape the mayhem.  
My house was surrounded by raucous crowds and I was disturbed by bass and other noise for much 
of the day and night.  I contacted Noreen directly eg message Joy to Noreen at 19.21 on 21st June 2018  
“There is nowhere in my house that I can't hear your festival.you told me that you weren't going to play 
music outside - this is awful. Really upset.” 

10. I still did not contact the authorities at this stage and instead arranged a meeting directly with 
Noreen, asking that we both work together to resolve this problem.  Noreen assured me at the 
meeting at my home later that week that she would commit to stopping any possibility of future 
noise disturbance and would invest fully in noise prevention and would keep music/speakers indoors 
from then on. 

11. Unfortunately, these assurances were again false and outdoor music and noise disturbance has 
continued.   

22nd July 2018: Sunday night jazz concert 

12. Around this time, Noreen and Adrian had started to play a regular amplified Jazz concert every 
Sunday evening at the front of the pub and I kept contacting the owners directly about the noise.  
Example of direct complaint email from me on 22 July 2018 to Noreen:  “Hi Noreen,  I’ve sent you a 
text message just now and will also call the pub.  Your music is very loud in my garden and I can still hear it 
inside my house with my doors and windows closed.  It’s another hot day and having to sit indoors to try 
and get away from noise is really bad.  Noreen, we’ve talked about amplified music outside and how it 
affects me. You told me that you would take steps to make sure I can’t hear your music  - but Sundays have 
now turned into this.  It is a big problem.  Can you please stop it from happening? Thanks Joy”  Despite 
this and many other approaches, these Sunday night performances continued, and my complaints 
were seemingly ignored. 

13th September 2018 to April 2019 

13. Unable to get the matter resolved directly with the owners of the pub (See exhibit 2), perhaps 
because they take a dim and contentious view towards requests or criticisms (See exhibit 3), I then 
launched formal complaints to Oxford City Council.  I hosted a meeting at Isis Cottage to discuss the 
issues with a group of other concerned neighbours and D Acreman and E Thompson on 13th 
September 2018. We were shocked that the City Council seemed largely unaware of the scale of the 
problem.  There was then a brief respite in noise disturbances over winter 2018/9 when most of the 
music was held indoors. 
 
 

April 2019 to date 
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14. Since April this year, the activity and noise from the Isis Farmhouse have escalated greatly and I have 
made countless complaints about noise disturbance to the Council, police, councillors and my local 
MP.  

15. Examples include: 

Thursday 25th April 2019:  ‘Das Farm Haus’: All day ‘rave’/festival with DJ performances, from 2pm 
Excerpt from my email of complaint to the authorities: 

16. From: Joy Le Fevre  Sent: 25 April 2019 18:13 To: ACREMAN David; THOMPSON Emma 
Cc: Councillor TURNER Edward Owen; BELL Chris;  Julian Cooper; WOOD Christopher; Nicole Clough; 
Shacknove, Andrew; CROWE Thomas; force.control@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk 
Subject: Unacceptable loud music and public disorder at Iffley Meadows 

“I am writing now to tell you that the Isis is holding what can only be described as a rave – it started at 
2pm this afternoon (Thursday 25th April) and there are literally hordes of people, many clearly drunk or 
stoned or both, marching across the meadow and along the towpath to get to the pub.  At 4pm this 
afternoon I had a group of boys crash into my front garden from the towpath, carrying beer and on their 
way to the pub. Security guards are checking bags at the front of the pub – it is an astonishing sight to be 
witnessing inside a SSSI ancient meadow owned and supposedly protected by the City Council.  I am a 
single woman living alone and I feel vulnerable and under siege by this activity and noise.  I am now 
planning to leave my home this evening to get away from the intrusion. I have contacted the landlord 
Adrian Burns to tell him that I can hear loud bass music inside my house with all the doors and windows 
shut.  I have also told him about the drunken people entering my garden.  He has told me he will deal with 
it, but the noise is still audible and the crowds are still arriving.” (see Exhibit 12) 

27th April 2019: Private Party on Saturday and   

28th April Sunday Jazz concert.  Further email of complaint to OCC – excerpt below: 

17. From: Joy Le Fevre [mailto:joy@joylefevre.com]  
Sent: 29 April 2019 07:25 
To: ACREMAN David  

I am writing with an update on further disturbances from the Isis.  I have added this to the diary sheet 
(attached) but in short it seems that the landlords are once again playing amplified music outside the 
premises and it is clear that whether or not it is at the rear of the pub, if it is not confined to inside, it can 
carry across to my property.  Brief details: 

Saturday 27 April 
  

I returned home from dinner at about 8.30pm to hear low bass music in my garden from the rear of the 
pub.  This was again distressing, and I had to stay indoors with windows shut so as not to be disturbed. 

 
Sunday 28 April 

  
On Sunday, the music from Noreen and Adrian’s weekly live jazz concert (5-8pm) was again clearly audible 
in my garden - especially the high treble of the electric violin played by Noreen.  This penetrates and carries 
right across my property - and inside if the windows on the first floor are open.  It is highly intrusive.  I am 
not sure where the concert was played - it is possible that they were playing indoors with the doors open or 
in one of the tents. 

  
I am very distressed about this.  I have stopped communicating directly with the landlords as it is obvious 
that, despite their reassurances, they are not concerned about disturbing or upsetting me.  It is only April 
and I am honestly not at all sure about how I can withstand a long Summer of this.  I made two recordings 
on Sunday night on the ‘Noise App’.   
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Saturday 4th May 2019 Day of the Deadbeats Festival, 1pm until late. 

18. Live outside amplified music from ‘Day of Deadbeats music festival’ at Isis Farmhouse all day, starting 
at 1pm, plus noise from crowds.  I measured the noise levels and range over various times using a 
borrowed Digital Sound Level monitor as follow (I have photographs of readings at the following 
times): 

15.42 Reading from my garden balcony.  Range 112m from source. 73db  

15.57.  same position. 82.6db 

16.59. same position.84.3db 

18.18. same position.82.7db 

19. From 6pm onwards, I accompanied a technician who took readings at various locations around my 
property and also in the surrounding meadows, using hand-held hired equipment: (Software - NTi 
XL2 Hand Held Acoustic Analyser - Class 1 From Gracey & Associates Sound and Vibration Instrument 
Hire Barn Court Shelton Road Upper Dean PE28 0NQ Tel: 01234 708835 Fax: 01234 252332 
www.gracey.com) 

Notable readings over the following times:  

10pm – 95Db on my balcony 

Midnight – 110Db on my balcony 

2am the following morning – 85Db on my balcony 

At approximately 20.00, this machine took readings of over 75Db at the first bridge at Iffley Lock. 

21.49 – I made a ‘Noise App’ recording on my iPhone of music in my back garden – at the patio 
where I/guests would normally be seated if enjoying a meal outdoors.  This was submitted 
electronically to the council. All of the above was supplied to Dave Acreman at OCC. 

Sunday 5th May 2019: Bott and Burns Old Skool Party, starting at 2pm until 2am 6th May 

20. This was another all day music event “Bott and Burns Old Skool Party” which varied in intensity 
throughout the day and evening.  Very intrusive and stressful to endure. Various levels and 
intermittent noise throughout the day and night.  I again took recordings by the Gracey machine, 
taken on my balcony eg: 

6pm – 66 Db 

8pm – 62 Db 

10pm – 95 Db 

Midnight – 92Db 

6th May 2019 

21. I supplied all of this in a noise diary for OCC and emailed the authorities on 6th May to report:  

“Last night was the second night in a row that I had very little sleep.  I am compiling a noise diary for 
Dave Acreman, at his request over two weeks, so last night’s events will be recorded there.  I also had 
professional decibel measurements taken on Saturday showing noise of 85Db in my garden (at a range of 
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112m from source) at times and reaching well over 100Db in parts of the meadow.  We also measured at 
the first bridge at Iffley – which showed 75Db.  I will supply these to Dave. 

Last night, the noise from the music was intermittent, varied in volume and location. This is typical – the 
wind moves it around. The noise of crowds of people, yelling and shouting was bad more towards the rear 
parts of my garden and throughout the night on the towpath.  I have no doubt that the landlord is trying to 
monitor and limit noise but it’s clear to me that they simply can’t do that satisfactorily and consistently 
with their current set up and given the outside amplified music events that they have sold and are now 
marketing.  

  
  
22. It became apparent to me at this stage that organisers of these events were aware that they were 

disturbing me and that there seemed very little they could do to prevent a noise nuisance.  I was 
approached on several occasions by people offering to pay for me to leave my home during their 
events.  For example (in this excerpt from an email to the authorities re a visit to my home on 4th 
May by OddBall organiser Lucian Wong): 

 

23. From: Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com> Date: Monday, 6 May 2019 at 10:57 
To:  < ACREMAN David  <Stephen Why Cc: THOMPSON Emma < Councillor TURNER Edward Owen < "  
Subject: Re: Unacceptable loud music and public disorder at Iffley Meadows 

On Saturday, I had a young man visit me to say that he was organising a major event at the Isis on June 
8th (The Odd Ball).  He offered to pay for a hotel for me, for the night, because he said it was going to be 
very difficult to stop the noise from reaching me.  He told me that he had only just been made aware that 
events were disturbing the neighbour and wished that, had he known this before, he could have chosen 
another venue.  He was very sympathetic and explained in some detail how bass sound in particular travels 
and how, despite their best efforts, I would hear it.  I declined his kind offer of a hotel as I do not want to 
have to evacuate my house 4 nights a week – which is how many times the Isis is now holding events. 

 
12 May 2019 : Amplified live jazz concert. 

24. Further email of complaint to OCC: 

Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com> 
Date: Sunday, 12 May 2019 at 20:35 
To: ACREMAN David <DACREMAN@oxford.gov.uk>, THOMPSON Emma 
<ethompson@oxford.gov.uk> 
Subject: Noise at Isis Tavern 
I am writing this on my Sunday evening at 20.15 – when I should be relaxing and getting ready for my 
week ahead.  Instead, I am suffering yet again from the sounds of Noreen Cullen’s amplified electric 
violin, being played for the past few hours at the Isis Tavern and penetrating my house with all my 
windows and doors closed.  I can also hear people shouting and clapping – clearly having a much nicer 
time than me.  I am downstairs in my dining room.   I have just sent you a ‘noise app’ recording from my 
upstairs balcony – although I have no idea what these reports do.  I also took an earlier Db reading at 
about 8pm of around 76Db (photograph attached).  It has become louder since then.  Please also find 
attached my noise diary from the past two weeks.  It’s in two parts – the template that you sent me (part 
1) and a continuation sheet (part 2).  You will see that it includes Db readings from two sets of equipment 
at various times – and a narrative which shows that I continue to be severely disturbed by noise from 
festivals, music gigs and now again tonight – the Sunday night jazz. 

This is intolerable, and I am understating this when I say that I now feel that my health is being severely 
compromised by the Isis Tavern and its noise. 
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 13th May 2019 

25. I write to OCC with information given by another neighbour who attended the jazz concert as 
follows, indicating that the owners of the Isis are playing jazz indoors – but with all the doors and 
windows open: 

26. Joy Le Fevre [mailto:joy@joylefevre.com]  
Sent: 13 May 2019 09:05 
To: ACREMAN David; THOMPSON Emma 

Further to my last email, I have just spoken to someone who attended the jazz concert last night.  They 
confirmed that it was played inside the main pub – but that both front and side doors (in to the tent 
facing my house) were both open.  He also commented that the amplification of the music was so high 
that it was distorting the music.  This no doubt explains why it was so terribly loud at my house. 

 

19th May 2019: Sunday night jazz concert disturbance 

27. Email to OCC 
Sunday, 19 May 2019 at 19:10 

 
“This is to let you know that I have tried several times tonight (Sunday) to reach the out of hours team and 
have not been able to get through.  The jazz concert at the Isis is once again loud and intrusive and I had 
hoped to get an officer along before 8pm tonight to witness it.  It doesn’t look like that is going to happen 
which is very disappointing when we have been told that the Isis is a priority address for the team. I have sent 
you another noise app recording and have taken a few recordings using your equipment.” 

 

 20th May 2019: Monday evening - Private Oxford University Department “Ball” – major noise and anti-
social behaviour disturbance 

28. I write an email of complaint the following day: email Joy to OCC  Tuesday, 21 May 2019 at 08:37 “As 
you can imagine, this situation is unbearable for me.  I had an appalling night on Sunday (the live jazz 
concert again) and last night, expecting a respite, I came home to hordes of party goers and more 
amplified music into my property, joined by the noise of crowds all night.  I have made sound recordings 
and noise app submissions for Environmental Health.  I am keeping a noise diary.  I have called the Council 
Out of Hours officer several times over the weekend(each time with no success).” 

Saturday 15th June 2019: All day Bott and Burns party “celebrating electronic music and the underground 
scene” 

29. I email OCC on Monday as follows: Monday, 17 June 2019 at 07:51 JLF to OCC 

“This is to report further noise nuisance from the Isis over the weekend.  I was disturbed by bass noise 
both outside and intermittently inside my house from about 3.30pm on Saturday until I went to bed at 
about 11pm.  I was unable to use any part of my garden – the bass seemed to be bouncing off the 
boathouse wall onto my patio area.  It was even louder around my shepherd hut/chicken coop area – I 
just couldn’t be outside for the whole afternoon and I couldn’t have my windows or doors open.  The 
repetitive bass beat was also intruding at times into my kitchen with all the windows and doors shut – I 
could both hear and feel it.” 

 

Friday 21st June 2019: large private party.  I email police and OCC as follows: 

30. Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com> 
Date: Friday, 21 June 2019 at 21:22 
To: Bloomfield Alex <Alex.Bloomfield@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk> 
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Cc: ACREMAN David <DACREMAN@oxford.gov.uk> 
Subject: Re: isis Farmhouse 
“I have just had to make another police report (1605 210619) as I cannot go into my garden this evening 
due to the sounds of screaming and shouting from masses of people at another party at the Isis 
Farmhouse this evening.  I actually thought someone was being hurt earlier or that there might be 
fighting as the screaming was so loud.  This noise is surrounding my house and, once again, I feel under 
siege and anxious in my home.  I am becoming increasingly distressed Alex and I honestly don’t see how I 
can live under this strain for much longer.  I am now sitting inside my house with doors and windows 
closed and all I can hear is the screaming of people at the Isis and outside on the towpath.  I am copying 
this to Dave Acreman at Oxford City EHO”.   

  

22nd June 2019 : Music Festival disturbance “Love music hate racism world music festival”.  I email OCC as 
follow: 

31. Monday, 24 June 2019 at 09:06 JLF to OCC:  

“Following up from my emails on Friday night, this is to also report further noise disturbance on Saturday 
evening 22nd June when the pub was hosting another music festival.  I made three Noise App recordings 
in my garden (20.35 – 21.53) which I hope you have received.  The impact of all of this to me is that I am 
unable to be outside in my garden during these warm Summer days and evenings.  I am disturbed at 
various hours of the day and night by the noise of people (Friday night was particularly bad with people 
screaming and shouting) or music or the deep vibration of bass.  Bass seems to bounce off the boathouse 
wall to the north of my house and contain the noise in my patio area.  Further down my garden, I am 
unable to enjoy the hitherto peace and quiet of the area around my shepherd hut – the festival field is 
directly in line with this, so the sound of people and music comes straight across.  At bed time, I cannot 
go to sleep with my windows open for ventilation because of the noise.  As I have said many times, this 
all has the effect of making me feel under siege – locked inside my home, trying to keep the noise out.” 

Thursday 27th June: ‘Goodness’ All day DJ/rave party starting at 12 noon featuring Gerd Jansen, Carista 
and Donna Leake.  Further email of complaint to police and OCC as follows: 
 
32. Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com> 

Date: Thursday, 27 June 2019 at 18:40 
To: Bloomfield Alex <Alex.Bloomfield@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk>, ACREMAN David 
<DACREMAN@oxford.gov.uk> 
Subject: More noise from Isis Farmhouse 

Dear Alex and Dave, 

I am being disturbed by noise from another Isis Farmhouse ‘rave’ today.  It has been going on since 12 
noon today – it is an all-day DJ party and the noise in my garden is unbearable.  It is the hottest day of 
the year and I am unable to be in my garden or have my windows open for ventilation.  I understand that 
the event is scheduled to finish at 10pm so I have another 3.5 hours to go.  This is totally unacceptable, 
and I am distraught at the lack of action to stop this ongoing, escalating nuisance.  It is affecting my 
health and I cannot understand why this is allowed to happen.  I have left voice messages on your mobile 
and land line numbers Dave.  Alex, I have left messages on what I think may be your voicemail too.  I 
have asked for an officer to please come to my home and witness what is happening on my 
property.  There seems very little point in my endless emails and noise app recordings.  Can someone 
please come to my home and experience this disturbance in person? 

33.  I follow up next day with a further email as follows: 

From: Joy Le Fevre [mailto:joy@joylefevre.com]  
Sent: 28 June 2019 08:24 
To: ACREMAN David 
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Cc: Bloomfield Alex 
Subject: Re: More noise from Isis Farmhouse 
Following up on my email yesterday, this is to let you know that I did four Noise App recordings from 
various positions at home from 18.23 – 21.09.  I am not sure how these recordings capture what I am 
experiencing.  The main problem yesterday was a constant, regular background beat of bass coming over 
from the Isis Farmhouse all day DJ event yesterday – like a constant hammer going for ten hours 12 noon 
– 10pm.   It was a very hot day and the effect of this was that I could not stay in my garden – especially in 
the areas of my patio (where bass seems to gather – possibly because it bounces off the boathouse wall) 
and down near my chicken coop (which is directly in line with the back of the Isis and the area of the 
barn/marquees where these events are now held). 

Can you please let me know what is happening with your noise investigation of the Isis Farmhouse and 
what I can reasonably expect from my complaints?  I am sure you will understand that this kind of 
repeated noise disturbance, making me feel trapped inside my home, unable to open windows on a hot 
day, can cause health problems.  I made another police report about this yesterday (ref: 1249 – 270619). 

  

Saturday 6th July: Wedding party.  I email OCC about intrusive noise from a wedding party as follow: 

34. From: Joy Le Fevre [mailto:joy@joylefevre.com]  
Sent: 09 July 2019 07:33 
To: ACREMAN David 
Subject: noise at Isis Farmhouse 

I need to let you know that I was disturbed again by music from the Isis Farmhouse last Saturday 
6th July.  I think it was a live band entertaining a wedding party this time.  The sound varied through the 
evening but, as an example, I have a picture of me with a decibel counter reading 66.5 Db on my back 
balcony at 21.04.  I was unable to be in my garden or open my windows without the noise disturbing me 
again that evening. 

Saturday 27th July. ‘Halfway to Seventy Five Festival’ 

35. The EHO had emailed me earlier in the week to say that officers would be attending my property on 
Friday and Saturday to monitor noise from the premises.  Instead, they only came on Friday night 
(when there was no noise) and did not attend on Saturday – the day of another festival. 

36. Further email to Dave Acreman to complain about this: 

Saturday, 27 July 2019 at 19:57 JLF to D Acreman: …I am back home now and unfortunately the 
advertised festival is in full swing and clearly audible from my back garden and also inside my upstairs 
back bedroom with windows closed.  It would be helpful if you could attend today please. 

 

 Friday 2nd August 2019: Steel Band playing at private party throughout afternoon.  Emails and audio 
recording to OCC as follow: 

37. JLF to D Acreman Friday, 2 August 2019 at 15:40 “You asked to be informed of non-scheduled noisy 
events at the Isis Farmhouse.  There is a very noisy event/private party with music and large numbers of 
people happening there now.  It is clearly audible and intrusive in my garden and indoors with my windows 
open.” 

 

38. JLF to D Acreman Friday, 2 August 2019 at 16:09 “This is a sample recording of the noise (See exhibit 
1)  from the pub coming into my home this afternoon - from a party going on there at the moment.  It is 
intrusive and unacceptable and typical of the random noisy events which are happening almost all the 
time.  I recorded this by my open kitchen door on the patio .  I cannot be in my garden or open my doors 
or windows on this hot day because of this intolerable noise. Can your officers please take action?” 
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39. JLF to Dave Acreman, Saturday, 3 August 2019 at 15:01 “Further to Andrew’s letter of complaint about 
yesterday, I am forwarding one of the emails I sent to Dave Acreman at OCC yesterday afternoon, 
including an actual recording I made of the steel band and crowd noise coming into my home.  Please 
listen to it – you may get a sense of the torment I am made to endure on a regular basis.  I took this 
sample recording at about 3.50pm at the back door from my kitchen into the garden.  So, you are 
hearing what I have to hear when in my home with the doors or windows open – something one might 
reasonably be allowed to do at any time of day or night in Summer.  It was so bad for me yesterday that I 
left my home for three hours from approximately 4pm until 7pm.  I am utterly sick and tired of having to 
put up with this or else evacuate my home – all because of a neighbour who thinks that this is a good 
way to earn money.  The noise reporting/ EHO system is just not working for the purposes of the City 
Council monitoring and capturing what is really going on at the Isis Farmhouse.  There is no way of 
getting council or police help when one of these noise events is happening (believe me – I have 
tried!).  Despite being told that Council Officers could attend and serve a noise abatement order at any 
time, there seems no way of making that happen.  I have made many calls to the council at the actual 
time of such disturbances happening and have never had someone attend.  This has been going on for 
well over a year…..  I am today stressed and sleep deprived once again because of Isis Farmhouse 
activities.” 

40. Exhibits 4-8 give examples of the types of events that have been hosted at the Venue this year.  

Conclusion on noise disturbance from events:  

41. This venue now hosts multiple events simultaneously, each in a different section of the premises, 
inside and out, most involving crowds and music of some sort.  There are major scheduled, ticketed 
events as well as random private parties (weddings, funerals, birthdays, balls..) that happen any time 
of day or night on any day of the week.  The disturbance from noise, crowds, anti-social and 
excessive behaviour from a venue which offers a place  to ‘party hard’ (see Isis website)  is relentless.  
The main problem for me is intolerable noise nuisance (music and crowds), preventing me from 
enjoying the peace and quiet of my home both inside and out.  In the 22 years that I have lived at Isis 
Cottage, this has only become such a problem in the last 18 months, since the new owners of the Isis 
have turned a much loved pub into an inappropriate outdoor events venue. 

Fireworks display 

Sunday 4th August: Wedding and unlawful fireworks display at and after midnight.  
 
42. I was trying to get to sleep, having already tolerated a large and noisy wedding party during the 

afternoon and evening of Saturday 3rd August, when I was made fully awake at about 11.50pm by the 
enormous bang and light of an extreme firework display being set off the rear of the pub garden.  It 
was so loud that my car alarm went off – my car is parked to the rear of the boathouse and further 
away from the fireworks than my bedroom.  I made an audio recording and called OCC Out of Hours.  
The fireworks lasted until well after midnight (see exhibit 13).  I was visited by officers who listened 
to my recordings and stayed with me until about 1am on Sunday 4th August.  Email to OCC as follows: 

 
43. Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com> 

Date: Sunday, 4 August 2019 at 01:21 
To: ACREMAN David <DACREMAN@oxford.gov.uk>, Subject: COMPLAINT: Second night of noise from 
Isis Farmhouse 

“I called your out of hours colleagues at 00.02 tonight after being disturbed by extremely loud fireworks at 
the Isis Farmhouse.  The pub had been noisy again all evening with a wedding party and I was trying to get 
to sleep when these fireworks started at just before midnight.  They were both deafening and 
extraordinarily bright – the light from the display lit up my bedroom. Not only could I not get to sleep – I 
was made wide awake.  I attach a sample audio recording taken from inside my house with the window 
open, facing the fireworks going off at the back of the pub.  You will also hear the crowds 
cheering.   Council Officer Kieren Edmunds and his colleague Joe attended the pub and also came to my 
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house to listen to my recordings and talk me through what they had seen.  They have just left.  Apparently, 
even though they got to the pub after the fireworks had finished, they could smell the fireworks and 
coincidentally met another City Council employee who had witnessed the display and will, Kieren said, 
vouch for this report.  He informed me that firework displays at this time of night are illegal.  I am writing 
this at 1am on Sunday morning, sleep deprived again because of yet another night of disturbance from the 
Isis Farmhouse.  I think that the Council needs to start formal proceedings against this pub – people should 
not have to live under this kind of continuous stress, deprived of the peace and quiet of their homes at all 
times of the day and night.” 

 

Anti-social behaviour from patrons of the Venue eg: 

While the following give specific, dated one-off events to illustrate examples – please understand that I 
feel subjected to on-going anti-social behaviour most of the time as a result of the Venue’s activities: 
 
44. 19th April 2019 Wildlife Crime: I made a police report after witnessing a deer being killed by dogs and 

their owners, during a Motown Festival at the Isis, in the meadow (URN 1280 10.4.19).  I also wrote 
to Anneliese Dodds MP about this on 29th April (see exhibit 14). 

45. 25th April, 4pm: group of drunken youths fall over my front garden gate, into my garden.  They 
continue on to the Isis party. I reported this to OCC. 

46. 30th July: people defecating outside my back garden gate.  Email and pictures to Dave Acreman 
Tuesday, 30 July 2019 at 16:09 “As discussed on the phone just now, signs of people using the area 
outside  my back gate as a toilet. This appeared after the festival at the Isis last Saturday.” 

47. 8th August, 7pm. Private helicopter flies over my garden and lands at the rear of the Isis Farmhouse.  
I supplied report and photograph to Kevin Deane at OCC.  Also emailed to Ed Turner and A. Dodds 
MP. 

48. Multiple complaints, pictures, text messages and photographs to proprietors and then OCC/Police 
about pub dogs roaming unsupervised. 

Driving/parking in easement, drop-off area, blocking access to Isis Cottage.  
 

49. Multiple emails over many months of complaint and photographs showing vehicles parked in 
meadow from patrons and suppliers to the Isis Farmhouse, excessive transits and blocking access to 
Isis Cottage – all in contravention of the Isis Farmhouse easement (see exhibits 15 and 16). 
 

50. 14 June 2019 13:33 To: Julian Cooper.  Subject: Obstruction 
I am unable to drive to my house today because of isis vehicles obstructing my way on the track. See 
picture - I am the grey Freelander.  I believe this is a breach of the pubs easement.  Can you please pass this 
to the relevant officer dealing with this? 

Thursday, 25 July 2019 at 17:06  to Julian Cooper <Julian.Cooper@oxfordds.co.uk>; BRIDGMAN Tom 
<TBRIDGMAN@oxford.gov.uk>; WOOD Christopher <cwood@oxford.gov.uk> 

51. I attach pictures of three cars parked for several hours today outside of the area identified in the easement 
(B to F) for dropping off/deliveries.  These were parked at the side of route 1 while an event took place at 
the Isis Farmhouse.  This would appear to be, once again, a breach of permitted parking schedule 1, para 
1.3 and schedule 2, para 3.4.  

  
52. These three vehicles are in addition to at least two other vehicles (a florist and an Asda van – picture 

below) which came across the meadow today.  As I am not always in the meadow, it is possible (and likely) 
that these five transits to/from the Isis were not the only ones today.  Once again, this would appear to be 
the Isis exceeding its number of permitted daily transits – which I understand to be two return trips per day 
with a maximum of 4 on occasion. 
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Can the council please confirm its own understanding and clarify whether or not these events are in fact 
breaches of the Farmhouse Easement?   

Crime and Disorder 

Damage to SSSI 

53. Multiple emails of complaint and photographs over many months showing damage to the SSSI 
caused by heavy and frequent vehicles accessing the rear of the Isis Farmhouse, through the 
meadows (see exhibit 17). 
 

54. Saturday, 6 July 2019 at 16:57 to A Dodds MP, Rebecca Hart of Natural England et al “Further to 
Andrew’s email this morning, I attach a Dropbox file of photographs which I have taken this afternoon 
(4pm on 6th July) showing worsening and further damage along ‘route 2’ in the Iffley Meadows SSSI.  This is 
the result of recent very heavy and wide vehicle transits to and from Isis Farmhouse, including a JCB today. 

  
You will see in the pictures that the track is growing wider in parts as meadow grass and wild flowers on 
either side have been flattened – I’d estimate around 2 – 3ft on each side as the track turns the corner at 
the western end.  The ground appears to have sunk further down and the cracks are deepening.  Given 
that BBOWT told us some months ago that the damage at that stage was probably irreversible – it is 
surprising to see this continuing and increasing damage, without any obvious council intervention. “ (see 
exhibits 18 to 20). 

   

Public Safety 

55. The Oxford Mail Article from 16 August 2019 (See exhibit 9) shows how the Venue has changed from 
a 5-star hygiene rating to a 0-star hygiene rating in only 2 years, from the change of owners. This 
demonstrates the view that the Licence Holders might have of regulations designed to keep their 
patrons safe.  

56. Fire hazards at the Isis Farmhouse 

A very large marquee was erected in back field of Isis Farmhouse – outside of the licenced perimeter 
and constructed of dry bales of hay.   

 

57. Email re fire risk to Julian Cooper of OCC and BBOWT 

From: Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com> 
Date: Sunday, 19 May 2019 at 13:44 
To: "Julian.Cooper@oxfordds.co.uk" <Julian.Cooper@oxfordds.co.uk> 
Cc: "andygunn@bbowt.org.uk" <andygunn@bbowt.org.uk> 
Subject: more trouble in the meadows 
Picture attached of the massive tent in the pub’s back field, now completed with a huge number of hay 
bales, forming walls.  These bales were all transported into the pub via the SSSi.  On another point, what 
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is the fire risk of this?  If the hay catches fire and the wind is up, what risk to the field of Phragmites next 
door – let alone the 500 people enjoying more live music in this new, unlicensed premises? 

58. This tent has since been dismantled but the hay bales are stored under tarpaulin, presumably ready 
for the next marquee to be constructed. 
 

59. The pub patrons are not averse to setting fires after Isis events.  I had to call the Fire Department 
early on Sunday morning 5th May (the day after the Isis festival “Day of the Deadbeats”) to report a 
large fire burning in the wood by the Iffley Lock, just south of the pub garden.  It was obvious that 
the fire had been set long before and had been burning for many hours over night – a very large 
tree trunk was still in flames.  Fire engines attended at the corner near the boathouse. 

60. Picture and email to neighbours at lock Sunday, 5 May 2019 at 07:42 “I’ve just reported this to 
the fire department .  Apparently someone else had also called it in.  Fire engines on way” 

 

61. Septic tank emptied along river 

10 Aug 2018, at 11:11, Adrian Burns <adeburns@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Joy. 

I have now booked a tank empty and clean for next Tuesday. They will park by the boathouse. 
They have to run a pipe along the tow path and in through the front gate of the pub. This pipe will 
run in front of your front gate and the entrance to the boathouse. You may just want to be on the 
look out so that you don’t trip over it coming in or out of your house.  

62. This operation involved an enormous lorry parked at the corner of the meadow, with large bore pipe 
running along the towpath, infront of my house and into the pub garden, past people dining and on 
to the rear of the pub to the septic tank.  The operator of the cleaning wagon said that it was a 
completely inappropriate thing to do – that any leak in the pipe during the operation would have 
caused a major hazard to public health. 
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Article 8 Human Rights Act 1998 

63. I, and the other residents of Iflley village, have a right to respect for ourprivate and family lives, and 
homes. 

Issues Discussed 

64. All issues have been discussed with OCC, EHO, police, councillors and an MP – and the proprietors 
directly. 

Impact of the licence 

65. The existing noise condition has been repeatedly ignored by the Licence Holders. 

66. I suspect that the Licence Holders have carried out unauthorised licensable activities including: 

66.1. The sale of alcohol outside of the hours permitted by the premises licence; 

66.2. Events for more than 500 persons either with or without a temporary event notice; and 

66.3. Live music beyond the hours authorised by law or by the licence. 

67. The Licence Holders seek to publicly blame me for targeting their business, both in the Oxford Mail 
(Exhibit 10) and Facebook posts (Exhibit 11). I find their comments intimidating and now fear for my 
own personal safety.  

68. I ask the Licensing Committee to put yourselves in my shoes. I live in a cottage next to the towpath. 
For many years the Venue traded as a country pub. It is now an events venue run by licence holders 
who have little regard for the terms of their licence or the wellbeing of their immediate neighbours 
or wider local community. The Venue is not an appropriate location for the use to which it is being 
put. I personally suffer regular noise nuisance and I fear for the safety of both myself and members of 
the public. I am not asking for the licence to be revoked or suspended or for the designated premises 
supervisor to be removed, although I know these are options open to the Committee. I am asking the 
Committee to impose conditions on the licence that ensure that there will be no repeat of the 
incidents referred to in this statement. 

69. I would not agree to a specified number of outdoor events at the Venue. Every outdoor event held at 
the Isis Farmhouse will result in a noise nuisance and will put my safety and that of the public at risk. 
I ask that the Committee not support the use of the outdoor space for licensable activities at any 
time. 

70. I will be portrayed as having a negative impact on a local business. I trust that the Committee will 
agree that the Licence Holders should have considered the impact of their activities and the 
consequences before acquiring the premises. I ask that the Committee not be tempted to prop up a 
poorly thought-out business at the expense of residents. 

71. I am sure there will be a lobby from patrons of the Venue who enjoy the events taking place there. I 
too enjoy live music but it is wrong for such events to take place at a venue so close to residents that 
their wellbeing, health and safety is negatively impacted. The patrons attend the events and go 
home. They do not suffer the consequences of living in the vicinity of the venue. I do. 

72. I am impacted very severely by the activities of the Isis Farmhouse as follows:   

72.1. I am not able to use or enjoy my land because of very regular intrusive noise in my garden 
from music and crowds at the pub. 
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72.2. I cannot have windows and doors open for ventilation because of regular intrusive noise in 
my garden from music and crowds at the pub. 

72.3. I cannot practice yoga or meditation in my home when events are taking place next door – I 
certainly cannot do outdoor practices or use my garden room. 

72.4. I cannot concentrate on consultancy work when disturbed by noise. 

72.5. I am spending so much time on monitoring/reporting and liaising with the authorities and 
neighbours about the Isis that I am unable to take on as much paid work as I should.  I am 
losing income. 

72.6. I can no longer rely on the peace and quiet of a home that I have occupied for 22 years.  The 
loss of my home as a sanctuary is causing me to feel depressed. 

72.7. I think in desperation now of selling my home to escape this problem – but also feel trapped 
because I am probably unable to sell my home with these problem neighbours next door. I 
dread to think how much my home has been devalued and what financial loss this represents 
to me. 

72.8. I often feel forced from my home when loud parties are happening. I have felt intimidated by 
third party organisers knocking on my door, offering to pay for me to stay away from home 
when their event takes place. 

72.9. I regularly feel ‘under siege’ in my home because of the crowds of people surrounding my 
property on their way to/from events at the pub. 

72.10. I have felt threatened by the behaviour of patrons attending events at the pub (eg the killing 
of the deer police report April 2019). 

72.11. I am anxious about the impact of noise on the wildlife in the nature reserve.  I hold a zoology 
degree and am aware of the damaging effect of noise on nesting birds and pollinators. 

72.12. I am in a regular state of stress – either anticipating scheduled large events or dealing with 
the problems they generate. 

72.13. I am regularly sleep deprived ( eg weekend 2nd/3rd August – two days of disturbance due to 
private parties and unlawful fireworks). 

73. The licence holder may seek to argue for a specified number of outdoor events each year. An 
outdoor event with 50 persons, 100 persons, 250 persons that involves live music will inevitably 
result in a public nuisance for me and fellow residents. The track record of the licence holders 
demonstrates that such events will also result in crime and disorder. 

 
74. I am routinely disturbed by events taking place at the Venue at all times of the day and night. I 

believe I should be able to enjoy my home without being disturbed by loud music and the raucous 
behaviour of music events patrons, wedding parties and the like. I consider this to be public nuisance 
whether it occurs at 5pm on a Sunday or at midnight. It is a public nuisance whether I have 50, 300 or 
450 patrons dispersing outside my home. 

 
75. The regular Sunday evening jazz concerts may only have 20-50 people attending but these events 

have caused great intrusion over the longest period of time. Despite being held indoors, the windows 
and doors remain open and the amplification is often so high the music can be distorted.  So 
although frequented by relatively few, the public nuisance is significant.  Placing limits on numbers 
attending will not solve this problem.  
 

76. I am suffering noise nuisance and anti-social behaviour several times a week. This is simply not 
acceptable. When all is quiet I am trying to anticipate when the next disturbance will occur. This in 
itself is causing me considerable stress. 
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77. The Council has not so far been of any help with my biggest complaint- that being regular daytime 

intrusion from noise preventing me from enjoying my garden and using my land and even sitting in 
my lounge with windows open. The Council’s out of hours process kicks in after 11pm.  I am 
disturbed day in, day out, all year, by loud music and the noise of crowds attending the Venue. I feel 
at times that I am living inside a festival site. The Committee would best understand this by seeing 
the proximity of the tented events’ space to my property.  Depending on the nature of the event, the 
level of amplification and the prevailing wind/climate conditions, the noise can be highly variable and 
at times extreme. How is the law not protecting my reasonable expectation to be able to be in my 
garden on a summer’s day?  

 
78. There is absolutely no point restricting the outside noise by way of reference to decibel levels.  This 

assumes that there is a level of noise, decided upon by third parties, that I should find acceptable and 
that would not be considered a public nuisance. I vehemently disagree with this. The licence already 
has a noise condition to which the licence holders have shown scant regard. No amount of decibel 
measurement can possibly mitigate the stress that the existing noise intrusions are now causing.  And 
the music noise is just one part of the public nuisance and anti-social behaviour caused by the 
outdoor music events. A decibel condition would be hugely detrimental to me. 

Request 

79. I would urge the Licensing Committee to applying the following conditions: 

79.1. Terminal hour for licensable activities to be restricted to: 

 Monday to Thursday - 23:00 hours (existing hour: 2am) 

 Friday and Saturday - 24:00 hours (existing hour: 2am) 

 Sunday - 22:30 hours (existing hour: 2am) 

79.2. No live or recorded music outside of the Isis Farmhouse Building 

79.3. No noise escape from music played indoors 

79.4. Restriction on number of patrons allowed at the Isis Farmhouse at any one time. 

79.5. No Temporary Event Notices. 

80. These changes would make an enormous difference to me and others in this community.  Primarily, 
they would create conditions which should prevent the kind of noise nuisance, anti-social behaviour 
and public disturbance that goes along with the current operation of a major outdoors events 
business.  They would also relieve the pressure on the SSSI and towpath as these access routes would 
no longer bear the burden of mass crowds, footfall and vehicles serving an inappropriately placed 
venue.  It would also reduce the risks around public safety, crime and disorder in the area. 
 

81. I am asking the Committee to understand that I am living with the consequences of the licence 
holder’s activities all of the time. The anticipation of disturbance is almost as stressful as when an 
event is actually taking place. 

 
82. I am asking the Committee to restrict the licence so that events take place within the main pub 

building itself which must be acoustically protected to ensure there is no noise escape.  This should 
apply no matter how large or small the event and at all times of the day.  I can then go back to being 
able to enjoy the peace and tranquillity that this location has given to me prior to April 2018. 
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Conclusion 

83. The Isis Tavern has operated as a public house on this site for 150 years and has been a much 
cherished and culturally important riverside amenity throughout its history. I have certainly valued 
having an idyllic riverside pub next door for most of the last 22 years during which I have been its  
neighbour. The recent expansion and transformation of pub into events business by the current 
owners is inappropriate in this environment and has caused enormous distress and inconvenience to 
me as a neighbour and to the wider community. I respectfully request that the premises licence is 
restricted so that the Isis can ONLY operate as a pub and can never again create the disturbances 
which come from this most unwelcome commercial operation of an outdoor events and festival site.  

I believe the contents of my Witness Statement are true.  

 

Signed:  

 JOY LE FEVRE 

Dated:  
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List of Exhibits 

1. Noise Nuisance, Isis Cottage, 2 August 2019. 

2. Selection of correspondence with Joy Le Fevre, Adrian Burns and Noreen Cullen 

3. Selection of reviews and responses from Isis Farmhouse on Tripadvisor from 29 August 2019 

4. Isis Farmhouse Facebook 1: Example of events list from Isis Farmhouse Facebook page 

5. Isis Farmhouse Video 1: from Isis Farmhouse Facebook page, posted on 28 June 2019. 

6. Isis Farmhouse Video 2: from Isis Farmhouse Facebook page, posted on 28 May 2019 – “OddBall 
2019” 

7. Isis Farmhouse Video 3: from Isis Farmhouse Facebook page, posted on 14 May 2019: “Thursday 
night Oxford Serbia Roma/Jazz Music… High-energy, often to the point of hysteria.” 

8. Isis Farmhouse Video 4: from Isis Farmhouse Facebook page, posted on 5 February 2019: “FROG & 
Henry, Sunday 10 February”.  

9. Oxford Mail Article on Isis Farmhouse Zero Hygiene Rating, 16 August 2019. 

10. Oxford Mail Article on Isis Farmhouse Licence Review, 19 August 2019 

11. Isis Farmhouse Facebook Comment Against Joy Le Fevre, 27 August 2019. 

12. Selection of correspondence with Joy Le Fevre and Adrian Burns. 
13. Audio recording of unlawful firework display, 4 August 2019. 
14. Deer killed by dogs, 19 April 2019. 
15. Vehicles Parked in Meadow (1 of 2) 
16. Vehicles Parked in Meadow (2 of 2) 
17. Heavy Vehicle Delivery. 
18. Damage to track (1 of 3) 
19. Damage to track (2 of 3) 
20. Damage to track (3 of 3) 
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Correspondence with Isis landlords 
 
Sunday, 5 May 2019 at 11:56 
 
Hi Joy. 
  
Sorry about the car issue yesterday. We make it so clear to everyone that they are supposed to 
load/unload and then move away, but unfortunately some people like to pretend they have 
‘misunderstood’ when it suits them to do so. The situation is not helped by the severely reduced 
parking area next to the boathouse. This is now about a third of the size it was before the tow path 
repairs. 
  
On a general point, whilst it may not be obvious, we are actually trying very hard to minimise the 
impact of the pub on you as a neighbour. We are going to extraordinary lengths to minimise the 
noise nuisance as much as we can. I spent 20 minutes at the back of the boathouse yesterday 
instructing the sound guy remotely, and getting him to reduce sound levels generally and bass levels 
specifically. Overall, it seemed OK to me. Of course, feedback from you is always helpful in this 
regard, and I hope we can continue to work together to try and achieve a suitable compromise that 
we are all happy with.   
  
We would love to see you at some of the events – I think you would enjoy them. The atmosphere 
here yesterday was great. 
  
Best wishes. 
  
Adrian. 
 
 
Monday, 10 September 2018 at 13:29 
 
HI Joy 
I didn't realise it was that loud, we only have one small speaker and when I walk around 
to sound check you can hardly hear it in the garden, the wind must be carrying it up and 
increasing the level. I know that it carries through to the village and is louder there than 
in the garden which is bizarre. That was our last outside gig.  The only reason Adrian 
insisted on us playing outside the last few weeks is that people come a long way to hear 
the music and cannot get into the pub because the space is too small.  We are going to 
re-arrange the pub by moving the bar to get more people in and keeping the doors 
closed so you shouldn't hear anything.  
With regards to the access road, we intended paying for it to be repaired as we have 
deliveries etc and feel it would be a fair gesture rather than the three properties 
contributing when we have the major use of it for our business.  Adrian had already 
spoken to the contractor and reached an agreement to do the initial repairs. 
Kind Regards 
Noreen 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com>  
Sent: 09 September 2018 20:58 
To: Noreen Cullen <theisisfarmhouse@outlook.com> 
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Subject: Sunday Jazz 
 
Hi Noreen, I'm not sure if you realise it but your music is extremely loud tonight.  I can 
hear every lyric clearly in my garden - and the sound is penetrating my house with all 
my doors and windows shut.  Can we please discuss this and come up with a solution as 
I am starting to dread Sunday evenings.  Joy 
 
 
 
 
Monday, 23 July 2018 at 10:29 
 
Sorry Joy, it's hard to tell the volume when you are playing, I walked around and 
checked the levels a few times and it seemed louder away from the stage than near it 
which is very odd so I turned it right down around 8.15pm just in case it was carrying 
(which I now know it must have).  It's difficult with the Jazz because so many people 
come to see it and the pub is too small and stuffy in this weather for us to play inside. 
The only thing we can do is more or less turn the speakers off and use only a monitor to 
hear each other which is what we are going to do next week, we can also move down 
behind the side of the pub which might block the sound going towards your house. I will 
call you when we are playing to see if you can hear it and try to solve this once and for 
all. On Friday we had a DJ night in the barn and Adrian set up the speakers and was in 
contact with Imogen to see if she could hear anything and she couldn’t, so I think we are 
getting somewhere with the sound.  Next weekend is our halfway to seventy five festival 
and we are going to insist that the speakers stay in the barn so you shouldn’t be 
disturbed  
Regards 
Noreen 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Joy Le Fevre <joy@joylefevre.com>  
Sent: 22 July 2018 19:04 
To: Noreen Cullen <theisisfarmhouse@outlook.com> 
Subject: Noise 
 
Hi Noreen, 
 
I’ve sent you a text message just now and will also call the pub.  Your music is very loud 
in my garden and I can still hear it inside my house with my doors and windows closed. 
 
It’s another hot day and having to sit indoors to try and get away from noise is really 
bad. 
 
Noreen, we’ve talked about amplified music outside and how it affects me. You told me 
that you would take steps to make sure I can’t hear your music  - but sundays have now 
turned into this. 
 
It is a big problem. 
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Can you please stop it from happening? 
 
Thanks 
 
Joy 
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Selection of Tripadvisor reviews (Landlord responses in green) 
 
Reviewed 11 July 2019 via mobile 
What a dive 

What can I say.............if you like a tatty smelly place then that’s what you’ll get. Pub is more like 

a homeless shelter though you still wouldn’t stay here. Avoid the place, especially the toilets they 

are awful. 
Date of visit: July 2019 
10  Thank richardhB2370DM 
Adrian B, Owner at Isis River Farmhouse, responded to this reviewResponded 13 July 2019 

Dear Richard. I wonder if you would be good enough to contact us directly? We would like to 

offer you a complimentary weekend in our Presidential Suite. 

 

 
Reviewed 1 April 2019 
OMG 

Went there yesterday as it was Mothers day. Could not believe we walked all the way up the 

river to get there. <Actually that was the best bit >. It was around 4,30 thought there was 

supposed to be music all day. There were people standing waiting to be served, no sound of 

music and the pub looks like it could do with a good clean and decorating. There are lots and lots 

of tables and chairs everywhere to sit out but why bother when you do not have the 

staff.....amazing... 

Show less 
Date of visit: March 2019 

•  
o Service 

See all 15 reviews by LimerickandukAlice for Oxford 
Ask LimerickandukAlice about Isis River Farmhouse 

3  Thank LimerickandukAlice 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC 
AdrianB4779, Owner at Isis River Farmhouse, responded to this reviewResponded 2 April 2019 

What's more amazing is that you didn't spot the 6 foot high notice board at the entrance directing 

you to 6 musicians and over 100 people listening to the music. Never mind. 

 
 

Dunx67 
Skelmorlie, United Kingdom 

510 
Reviewed 20 March 2019 via mobile 
Disappointing 

Visited on the 17th for their St Patrick day event. Only One member of staff behind the bar who 

was slow and pretty clueless. After 20 min wait to get a beer find no pumps working and some 

people fiddling with them. Gave up and left, was hoping to eat there but if they can’t sort a beer 

didn’t have confidence food would be any good. For a pub who advertised the event you would 

expect they would have staffed appropriately. Venue smacks of a pub who don’t have to try too 

hard because of the location and boy did it show. Toilets are pretty grotty too. Won’t be back 

Show less 
Date of visit: March 2019 
Ask Dunx67 about Isis River Farmhouse 

7  Thank Dunx67 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC 
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AdrianB4779, Manager at Isis River Farmhouse, responded to this reviewResponded 24 March 2019 

Dear Dun. We occasionally have people use our toilets without actually being customers. Never 

had one write a review on Trip Advisor afterwards though. I have to hand to you Dun, you're a 

one off. 

 
Reviewed 16 September 2018 via mobile 
Bitten by pub dog 

We visited for a family lunch today. Food was good and the staff very accommodating. However, 

one of our party attempted to stroke one of the two huge dogs kept in the pub beer garden at the 

front and it bit her. It was a proper bite and has required a trip to A&E. It seems this has 

happened before, from the reaction of staff, but the dogs were just wandering around in the pub 

and the garden. 

The landlord assured us that they would keep the dog upstairs, we hope they keep their promise. 

If you see the big dogs, BEWARE. 

Show less 
Date of visit: September 2018 

 

 
Reviewed 16 August 2018 
Very dissappointed 

I was really looking forward to going here, location is amazing, loved that it was right by the river. 

But got there and the smell of sewage hit us straight away. The place just looked a mess. We 

were supposed to eat but didn't stay. Sorry, was looking forward to it but left very dissappointed. 

Show less 
Date of visit: August 2018 
Ask vixborland about Isis River Farmhouse 

5  Thank vixborland 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC 
Adrian B, Manager at Isis River Farmhouse, responded to this reviewResponded 18 August 2018 

We have septic tank. It gets emptied once a year. Bad timing I'm afraid. Or perhaps good timing; 

I'm not really sure. 

 
 

Helen W 

13 
Reviewed 12 August 2018 
Odd 

The situation is wonderful, great to sit and watch the boats go by, there are actually very few 

places on the Thames where you can do that. Beer is fine, food is fine. The odd thing is the 

service. We ordered two soups and then waited 40 minutes. When I questioned where our food 

was it arrived very soon. I noticed quite a few other tables with those buzzer things waiting a long 

time. I know they were busy (so the business model must be right) but it is strange to see staff 

(maybe 6? hard to tell who is staff) wandering about without much apparent sense of purpose 

when there were all those customers waiting for their food. Would I go back? Not really 

Show less 
Date of visit: August 2018 

•  
o Value 
o Service 
o Food 
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Ask Helen W about Isis River Farmhouse 

3  Thank Helen W 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC 
Adrian B, Manager at Isis River Farmhouse, responded to this reviewResponded 13 August 2018 

Hi Helen. On a busy day, you may well have to wait 40 minutes for food. Sometimes longer, if it’s 

really busy. You do actually mention that we were busy so there’s nothing particularly odd about 

the wait. And most of our customers don’t mind sitting in the garden by the river for a while. They 

actually quite enjoy it. As you say yourself, the situation is wonderful.  

The people ‘wandering about’ would have been bringing out food to tables and clearing the 

garden. They do have a purpose – it’s just that you weren’t exactly sure what it was. But given 

that you weren’t precisely able to tell the staff from the customers, I guess it’s not that surprising. 

The fact that your soup came out very soon after you asked about it is simply a coincidence. It 

wouldn’t have been just sitting on the pass. What is odd is that it seems like your suggestion is 

that all the staff who were clearing the garden and bringing out the food should all go into the 

kitchen and start cooking. Probably not a good idea.  

I hope you do come back. You’ve acknowledged (possibly through metaphorical gritted teeth) 

that the food and drink are fine. But if it’s a sunny Saturday or Sunday, the food wait will probably 

be similar. Sorry.  

 

 

Filthy chaos 

This pub has the loveliest of settings, right by the river, with huge gardens. In the year since it's 

been taken over by the current landlords, things have gone from bad to worse. 

 

First, it's filthy. It used to be delightfully shabby chic but now it's just shabby and filthy, filthy, 

filthy. The toilets stink (you can smell them from the bar) and are - you've guessed it - filthy. You 

don't want to lean forward on the tables because they're covered in wet food and drink from the 

previous diners and you don't want to lean back because the walls are going black with mould.  

 

No one seems to direct the staff, so they haven't a clue what they're doing. Service is slow and 

haphazard. The staff look really stressed.  

 
The queues are enormous, out of the door. And that's not because it's so busy, it's because 
there's no system. Staff don't look up to see who's next so, after waiting for so long, the punters 
aren't polite and it's a free for all. You're lucky if you, eventually, get the whole round you've 
asked for. 
 
The food used to be quirky and tasty. Now it's unimaginative and pricey (Heinz baked beans on 
toast for how much??). 
 
The furniture's clearly a cheap job lot from somewhere like Café Rouge, no sense of design. Oh, 
and the sofas look like they've been dragged from a skip and are... filthy. 
 
Frankly, it's awful. 
 

 
Adrian B, Owner at Isis River Farmhouse, responded to this reviewResponded 1 August 2018 

Yawn. Another Trip Advisor troll clearly frustrated that she can’t get an actual writing job (for 

obvious reasons) so takes her frustration out via nasty, humourless polemic. Anyone who 
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decided to take your comments seriously (there’s bound to be someone) would undoubtedly be 

puzzled by your description of a filthy (other adjectives are available) pub that still manages to 

have queues out the door. Regular customers would also struggle to reconcile an ‘unimaginative 

and pricey’ menu with hundreds of diners in the garden. The sofas are from the previous owners, 

as is the inclusion of beans on toast on the menu. But any genuine critique of your ‘review’ is 

pretty pointless – most of it is nonsense. Actually, the comment that troubles me the most is the 

fact that someone like you claims to enjoy our music. This makes me feel demotivated, 

disheartened and slightly nauseas. More disturbing is the possibility that it may encourage you to 

return one day. I do hope not. 

 
 

Kevin H 

39 
Reviewed 23 July 2018 via mobile 
Over priced drinked 

Went there 22.7.18 sunday evening for walk and popped in for a drink. I pint of pale ale,pint of 

cider, 1/2 cider and a bottle san Miguel £16 please bit steep I said it's not london you know,and 

where you from then I said worcestershire well there you go then he said in a sarcastic tone and 

there's your 4 pound change smirking and when I asked for a glass for the bottle well you would 

of thought I'd just insulted his mother. Very over price sorry ridiculously over priced rude tatty 

looking place 

Show less 
Date of visit: July 2018 
Ask Kevin H about Isis River Farmhouse 

6  Thank Kevin H 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC 
Adrian B, General Manager at Isis River Farmhouse, responded to this reviewResponded 24 July 

2018 

Dear Kevin. 

Not the biggest surprise in the world that drinks are cheaper in Worcestershire than they are in 

Oxford. You’ll probably find that houses are as well. Before making comments such as "Over 

priced drinked” (sic) or “Very over price sorry ridiculously over priced” (sic) it might be more 

sensible to compare us to other pubs in Oxford rather than Worcestershire.  

We get asked for glasses all the time (unsurprisingly given that we sell drinks) so the ‘glass – 

mother’ comment I’m going to put down as over-egging. Happens quite a lot on Trip Advisor 

actually. It’s one of the reasons why most people don’t take it seriously… 
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JVR22 

Raglan, New Zealand 
104106 

Reviewed 1 week ago 
Not one good thing about this place - filthy, rude staff and owners 

We are local, and the new(ish) owners have gotten themselves into quite a pickle. 

 

1. It is dirty - I mean really dirty - the tables, toilet and bar. + it just received a ZERO star hygiene 

rating from Oxford City Council. This is not good.  

 

2. Prepare to queue for anything. 

 

3. Food all frozen - we see the Iceland vans making their deliveries regularly. 

 

4. RUDE - customers seem to get in the way of staff. Not just from staff, but the owner/managers 

too. 

 

If you want to hang out and drink on the river, bring a hamper - it will be cleaner, safer, healthier 

and more tasty. 

 

 

 

I think this says it all + rude and arrogant owners who are in denial. I wouldn't even touch a beer 

there it is that dirty. 

Show less 
Date of visit: July 2019 
 

 
 

G_m_james6 
Bath, United Kingdom 

112 
Reviewed 1 week ago 
Disappointing 

Good location and atmosphere, easily accessible via Iffley Lock; however rude management 

which ruined the experience. 
Date of visit: August 2019 

 
 
Reviewed 1 week ago via mobile 
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What happened? Now a shabby, dirty mess 

I've visited this pub multiple times over the past eight years, and loved sitting in the garden in 

summer and by the fire in winter. I've been to two lovely weddings in the garden, and enjoyed the 

Halfway to 75 music festival.  

 

The pub has always been a bit shabby and rough around the edges, which is part of its charm - 

but on my last visit with my husband this month, it just seemed tired and dirty. We sat in the 

garden (is there a wasp nest nearby? There were so many!) and moved inside when it started 

raining. The interior of the pub was so depressing (very dark as windows were blocked by a 

gazebo) and dirty that we opted to sit outside in the rain instead. 

 

Soft drinks were served without ice, and one lemonade was flat. I wish I didn't have to write this 

review as it was such a lovely pub - but I won't be bringing friends or family here again until it's 

been given some serious care and attention. 

Show less 
Date of visit: July 201 

 
 
Reviewed 2 weeks ago 
Absolute rubbish 
filthy dirty inside, food was less than terrible. Wipe your feet on the way out! Mixers served out of 

plastic open bottles so expect a flat drink. Do not be tricked into the beautiful scenery you’re 

better off back flipping into the river. 
Date of visit: August 2019 

 
 
 

jollyjellyLondon 
london 

69 
Reviewed 3 weeks ago 

Beyond quirky chic just dirty and unkempt 
Such a beautiful location with loads of outdoor seating however when entering the building your 

first impressions of a quirky pub on closer inspection just show a dirty place with a untrained staff 

and very disorganised. Waited 20 minutes just to get a drink and had plenty of time to watch the 

poor hygiene going on 

Show less 
Date of visit: July 2019 

 
 
Reviewed 3 weeks ago 
Poor 
I will try to write on my observations rather than a rant. The pub is in a nice location. We did not 

eat there. The decor is scruffy and run down, it also appears to be dirty. 

 

The beer was flat (Lager) & the first round was £10.40, the the second round (Same drinks were 

£9.80?  
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There was at one point five people behind the bar and three customers waiting to be served 

which took over twenty minutes .  

 

The staff did not seem to be connected or interested in regards to customers? (I put this down to 

being quite young).  

 

My words to my partner were " What is this place, is,it a student community run project? Thats 

the truth of how it came across to me. Make of it what you will.  

 

It may appeal to a certain type of person, but we found it rather childish. 

Show less 
Date of visit: August 2019 

 
 
Reviewed 4 weeks ago 
Avoid!! 
Don't bother! This place lacks a service ethic and has a reluctance to take your money - its why 

you'll wait an eternity at the bar! Wise up you lot to make money never have a queue!! Food 

pretty poor also 
Date of visit: July 2019 

 
Weird place - could be so much better 
Popped in for a drink following walk to the lock. Dingy and dirty looking inside. Just had a drink in 

the garden to watch the world go by. Certainly would not want to eat there, messy behind the 

bar. 

 

This place could be so much better with a little more money spent on renovation / lighting / 

signage etc. 

Show less 
Date of visit: July 2019 

 
Reviewed 5 weeks ago 
Same lovely setting, now with poor hygiene 

Isis Farmhouse is a lovely setting - by the river with trees and grass and babies tumbling about. 

Sadly, in July 2019, it is not living up to where it is in terms of hygiene, or value for money. The 

table and all round it were filthy, as was the toilet. The waiter thought that cleaning a table could 

be done by smearing the grease and dust around a bit with a napkin. The crockery was chipped. 

the food tasted ok, but there was not much of it for £11, and today I have the runs. Maybe that is 

a coincidence. 

Show less 
Date of visit: July 2019 

 
 
Reviewed 24 July 2019 via mobile 
Sad disappointment 
This was a favourite haunt as a student some 30 years ago. The location is amazing on the 

banks of the river. What could be better on a glorious sunny evening? Well probably anywhere! 
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Staff were all friendly but could it be they were all brand new??? Mostly they were slow and 

disorganised. Our party of 20 had ordered ahead for a meal at 7-30. By 10 we’d just about been 

served. The food was bland expensive and appeared to have been cooked up in a local student 

kitchen. Even getting served at the bar took an age. This could and should be an amazing place. 

I hope it recovers its mojo but I won’t be rushing back to see. 

Show less 

 
 
Reviewed 14 July 2019 
Gave up, went elsewhere. 
Stood in a queue, four people in front of us. 15 minutes later the people in front of us finally got to 

the bar, at which point the barman disappeared. Other people wandered into the bar... Then 

wandered off again. Barman nowhere to be seen. Gave up and took our business elsewhere. A 

shame, because the location is great.  

 

The cakes looked delicious; a pity you don't appear to want to serve them to anyone. 

Show less 
Date of visit: July 2019 

 
 

Weekender76 
Oxford, United Kingdom 

2149 
Reviewed 30 July 2018 
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A DRAMATIC downturn in standards at a riverside pub in Oxford has seen it go 
from a top hygiene rating to the lowest score possible. 

Isis Farmhouse, which prides itself on hosting ‘amazing live music’ and having 
‘unrivalled views’, was given zero stars when inspectors from Oxford City 
Council’s health team visited last month. 
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The pub was rated low in all three categories used to assess businesses, with 
food hygiene and safety branded ‘poor’, ‘little’ confidence in management and it 
was found to be ‘bad’ for its structural compliance – the cleanliness and 
condition of the building. 

ALSO READ: Oxford's Poundland 
slammed by health inspectors over 
warm milk

Located near Iffley Lock along the 
River Thames towpath, the pub 
regularly hosts music events, with 
Oxford Psychedelic Society’s Oddball 
Festival taking place at the pub in June. 

Adrian Burns, joint owner of Isis 
Farmhouse, said: "Unfortunately, our 

recent visit took place when we had a temporary chef working on his own who 
was unaware of where our records are kept. 

He added: "The rating is confusing given that there have been no complaints of 
food poisoning, and the inspector confirmed there was no evidence of pest 
entry. 

"The request for urgent improvement relates largely to the infrastructure that 
was in place when we received our five-star award two years ago. 

ALSO READ: Bizarre 999 call about 'smelly chicken' from Tesco

"However, we are working through each of the recommendations and are 
confident of regaining our usual five-star rating when the works are complete." 

Opinion is divided on website Tripadvisor, with almost as many five-star reviews 
as one-star ones. 

A disappointed customer last week wrote: “Such a beautiful location with loads 
of outdoor seating however when entering the building your first impressions of 
a quirky pub on closer inspection just show a dirty place with untrained staff 
and very disorganised. 

ALSO READ: More of the latest hygiene results for Oxfordshire

“Waited 20 minutes just to get a drink 
and had plenty of time to watch the 
poor hygiene going on.” 

Another added: “Isis Farmhouse is a 
lovely setting - by the river with trees 
and grass and babies tumbling about. 
Sadly, in July 2019, it is not living up to 
where it is in terms of hygiene, or 
value for money. 

"The table and all round it were filthy, 
as was the toilet. The waiter thought that cleaning a table could be done by 
smearing the grease and dust around a bit with a napkin.” 

However, a recent visitor was more positive describing the pub as a ‘wonderful 
venue’ for weddings, adding: “During dry ,sunny weather the grounds are also 
excellent and very extensive. It is such a very beautiful area. 

"The owners are very friendly and welcoming.” 
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A POPULAR pub has been hit by another major blow after residents said 
‘persistent and intrusive’ noise should see it closed. 

The Isis Farmhouse, near Iffley Lock, was last week criticised for its hygiene 

19th August

Isis Farmhouse, Iffley: Complaints could see licence revoked

The Isis Farmhouse (Pic: Katherine MacAlister)
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rating after it plummeted from the best score to the worst. 

Two residents have now complained that the pub is disturbing residents ‘during 
weekdays and particularly at weekends and bank holidays’. 

A request that the pub’s licence is reviewed could see it restricted or, in the 
most severe instance, taken away completely by Oxford City Council. 

READ MORE: Food Hygiene: Oxford's 
The Gatineau bakery gets five stars

According to the complaints, residents 
have ‘experienced persistent and 
excessive intrusive noise disturbance 
and nuisance from the Isis Farmhouse’. 

‘Loud and unlawful fireworks’ are also 
alleged to have been released ‘late at 
night’. 

Since taking it over in 2017, the Isis Farmhouse’s owners have hosted many 
events, including the Oxford Psychedelic Society’s Oddball Festival. 

A long list of problems was included by disturbed residents – but city council 
licensing officers rejected about half of those, redacting them from official 
documents. 

Adrian Burns, the pub’s co-owner, said: “The complainant is our neighbour and 
it’s someone who’s been complaining about the pub for years. She tried to buy 
the pub years ago and was outbid and has held a grudge since.” 

Mr Burns claimed they had sought to ‘encourage everyone to make complaints 
wherever they can’ about the pub – even though some of them had been ‘clearly 
exaggerated’. 

The city council allowed complaints that patrons leaving the pub have caused 
‘persistent noise disturbance’ as they walked away or got taxis late at night. 

READ AGAIN: FOOD HYGIENE: Sojo, Oxford, gets two-star rating

They also allowed concerns that hay bales being used for sound-proofing in 
large marquees are fire hazards and that ‘drugs and drug paraphernalia’ have 
been found in Iffley Village after events at the pub. 

Other complaints that accused the 
pub’s owners of putting children at 
risk, not preventing crime and disorder 
and failing to prevent nuisance were 
amongst those rejected. 

The pub’s owners sought to change its 
licence in July, asking for changes to 
allow more flexibility for events and 
designate an acceptable sound level it 
would not be allowed to exceed. 

Those changes are yet to be decided. 

The Isis Farmhouse’s food hygiene and safety were rated ‘poor' when it was 
given a zero rating following a visit in July. 

City council environmental health officers said they had ‘little’ confidence in 
management. 

Its structural compliance – including the cleanliness and condition of its 
building – was found to be ‘bad’. 

In 2017, at its last inspection, it was given a five-star rating. Last week, co-owner 
Adrian Burns, said: “Unfortunately our recent visit took place when we had a 
temporary chef working on his own who was unaware of where our records are 
kept." 
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Exhibit 12 
 
 
25th April 2019 text messages Joy Le Fevre/Adrian Burns 
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